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TRICKS WITH THE RUBIK’S MENTAL CUBE BOX AND SHELL

1. THE RUBIK’S MENTAL CUBE BOX AND SHELL
In your set you will find a specially gimmicked Rubik’s cube, a shell that looks like a 
scrambled Rubik’s cube and a black box with a lid. Before your show, put the scrambled 
cube shell over the special cube and place it on the table so the scrambled shell is 
facing your audience. To your spectators, it will look like a scrambled Rubik’s cube! Pick 
up the cube and show it, being careful to only show the three “scrambled” sides of the 
shell- you don’t want your audience to see the solved side of the Rubik’s cube! Now, 
take the box and turn it upside-down, pushing it over top of the shell and cube. Turn the 
box with the opening side slightly toward yourself and cover it with the lid. Now, give the 
box a quick shake up and down. Remove the lid and tip out the Rubik’s cube. The shell 
will stay stuck inside the box, giving your audience the impression that you’ve solved a 
scrambled puzzle cube by simply shaking it up and down!

2. THE RUBIK’S MENTAL CUBE PREDICTION!
That’s not all that you can do with your Rubik’s cube and box! 
Your Rubik’s cube can do another great trick without the shell! 
Hand a spectator the cube and the box/lid and tell them to put 
the cube into the box with any side facing up, put the lid on the 
box then hand the box to you behind your back. Turn around 
to face them but keep the box in your hands behind your back. 
Tell them that you will now try and read their mind. Behind your 
back, move the lid from the top to the front side of the box. Now, 
bring the box out making sure that the lid is uppermost and the open side is facing you. 
You will now be able to just glance at the opening and see what colour they picked. 
Make believe you are still trying to read their mind before naming the correct colour! 
You may feel more comfortable using a real Rubik’s cube for this effect. 

3. THE VANISHING RUBIK’S CUBE
Of course, you can just use the empty shell and make it appear that you’ve caused 
the cube to vanish! Begin with your shell on the table, a ¾ view facing the audience (in 
other words, have the shell on the table so the corner faces the audience and they can 
see the top and both sides at once). Pick up your box and show it empty. Pick up the 
shell being careful to not show the empty side and place the box over it, face-down as 
described in trick #1. Turn the box face-up and place the lid on it. Give the box a shake, 
then remove the lid and show the box empty. You can then produce the gimmicked 
cube from this set (or a real cube if you have one) from another location where you 
previously hid it!
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TRICKS WITH THE RUBIK’S CUBE BOX

4. RUBIK’S CUBE BOX!
This is a brilliant version of a classic magician’s 
effect used by professionals all over the world! 
First let’s look at the props. You have a box with 
two doors on the top and two at the front. You 
also have a three-sided Rubik’s Cube shell that 
will fit snugly over your special cube! You’ll also 
need a cardboard box or perhaps a hat that the 
cube can fit in to. Show the cube with the shell over it, keeping the shell to the front. Put 
it into your hat (or box) as you tell your audience that the cube will finally appear in it. 
Lift out just the shell, leaving the real cube secretly in the hat or box. Make sure to keep 
the open side of the shell is towards you so that nobody can see that it is not the cube! 
Now pick up the box with the back facing the audience. Place the shell into the box 
so that the bottom of the shell is against the bottom of the box and the corners of the 
shell are in the corners of the box. Now, close all of the doors on the box and claim you 
have caused the cube to vanish from the box. Prove this by tipping the box so that the 
cube apparently slides to the lower end of the box then, keeping the box tilted, open the 
upper front door saying that the cube is gone. Your friends will say that it is at the other 
end of course! Close the doors and tip the box the other way once again opening the 
upper front door. Your friends will think that the cube is just sliding back and forth in the 
box and demand that you open both doors. Open the upper top and front door saying 
that both doors are open! They will scream for you to open all four doors which you do, 
proving that the cube has really gone! Now reach into your hat (or box) and remove the 
real cube to the amazement of all!

5. UNSCRAMBLING THE CUBE
Of course, you could always leave the unscrambled cube in the shell. Then, after tip-
ping the box back and forth a few times, open the doors and show that the cube has 
unscrambled itself!

TRICKS WITH THE RUBIK’S TUBE

6. THE RUBIK’S TUBE
Take a look at your specially gimmicked Rubik’s Cube- you will see that it is made up 
of three separate pieces that are all held together by magnets. Once the pieces are put 
together, it will appear you have a solid, ordinary Rubik’s Cube. You can even twist the 
sides! You will also find a long tube with windows on the front and back and holes on 
either side and a small plastic rod in your set. Together, these props make an incredible 
penetration trick! During your show, show the cube as ordinary by twisting the sides. 
Don’t go overboard, though- you don’t want to spend so much time proving the cube 
is ordinary that you make your audience suspicious: just twist it a couple of times and 
set it down. Next, pick up the tube and show it empty. Push the rod through the holes in 
the sides of the tube and tell your audience that the cube cannot fall all the way to the 
bottom of the tube because the rod is in the way. Prove this by picking up the cube and 
dropping it into the tube but be sure to drop it so that Rubik’s logo on the cube is facing 
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to the FRONT of the tube. If you drop the cube 
into the tube this way, it will simply hit the rod 
with a solid, “clunk” and stay there. Now, tip 
the tube over and dump the cube back onto 
your work surface. Wave your hand over the 
cube and tell your audience you’ve “separated 
the molecules” of the cube and that it will now 
penetrate through the rod! This time, drop the 
cube into the tube with the Rubik’s logo facing 
to the SIDE (even with the rod) of the tube. The center piece of the cube will hit the rod 
while the front and back pieces of the cube will drop all the way down to the bottom of 
the tube! To your audience, it will appear that the cube has penetrated the rod! You can 
even turn the tube around and show the back window as well! Next, pull the rod out of 
the center of the tube. The center piece will drop down and re-seat itself between the 
other two pieces and the magnets will pull the whole cube back together. You can now 
lift the tube up and show the seemingly solid Rubik’s Cube sitting on the table!

TRICKS WITH THE RUBIK’S CUBE CLONING

7. RUBIK’S CUBE CLONING
In your set you will find a shell that looks like a small Rubik’s Cube, 8 smaller multi-
coloured cubes and a clear container with a black lid. To set this trick up, you are first 
going to put the 8 smaller cubes carefully into the bottom of the shell. When you set 
the shell mouth down on the table, it will simply appear to be a small Rubik’s Cube. 
During your show, begin with the shell/cubes set-up on the table as described above. 
Next, show the clear container and the lid. Pick the shell/cubes up from the table this 
way: tilt the shell slightly forward and push your thumb underneath the mouth of the 
shell so the smaller cubes don’t fall out. Now, grip the top of the shell with your index 
finger so the shell/cubes are between your index finger and thumb. You can now show 
the shell pretty freely from all sides. Next, pick up the clear container and tilt it forward 
so the mouth of the container is facing the audience. Turn the shell so the opening is 
facing into the mouth of the container and slide it all the way back to the bottom. Now 
turn the container mouth-up and put the black lid on top. Next, you are going to give the 
container an upward shake. When this happens, the shell will stick magnetically to the 
inside of the lid and remain hidden there, while all of the tiny cubes come showering 
down into the container! To your audience it will appear the cube has exploded into tiny 
cubes! Remove the lid and place it mouth-down on the table (so your audience can’t 
see the shell) and dump the tiny cubes out onto the table!
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8. CUBE TO BALL
Instead of hiding all of the little cubes inside the shell, you can place other objects inside 
the shell as well. One good trick is to place a small rubber ball into the shell. When you 
shake the container up and down, the cube will suddenly transform into a ball that will 
bounce around inside the container! This can be almost more baffling than Cube Clon-
ing because the cube has transformed in both shape and substance! 

9. CUBE TO COINS
Take a stack of small coins and put them inside your cube shell. During your show, ask if 
anyone knows how much a tiny cube is worth. Before they can answer, shake the con-
tainer up and down and everyone will be surprised to see it suddenly fill with money! 
You can’t believe how impressive this looks until you try it!

10. CUBE TO DIE
You can take a die (that’s singular for “dice”) from a board game and put that inside your 
cube shell. Give it a shake and your friends will be amazed to see a cube turn to a die! If 
you can manage to gather up two more dice, you can do a great mentalism trick next!

11. MENTAL DICE
Once you’ve changed your cube into a die, add two more dice for this great mentalism 
trick! Before your show, write the number “21” on a piece of paper and put it into your 
pocket. During your show, hand the three dice to a spectator and ask them to roll the 
dice a few times to prove that they are ordinary dice (they can even use the Cube Clon-
ing container as a dice cup). Now ask the spectator to roll the dice one more time and 
add up all of the numbers on the top of the dice. Now ask them to add up all the num-
bers on the bottoms of the dice. This number will ALWAYS be 21! Once they announce 
their final number, pull out your prediction to show you were correct!

12. THE PSYCHIC CELL PHONE
Before your show have a friend who has access to a cell phone help you out with Men-
tal Dice. Tell your friend that he or she will be getting a phone call asking for The Great 
Erno and they are to say to the person they will be speaking on the phone with “the 
total of the dice is 21!” Instead of revealing the number 21, have them call The Great 
Erno for an amazing revelation! This is an incredible effect that can be done anytime, 
because once you have let your friend in on the trick then anytime someone calls them 
asking for The Great Erno they will know what to do! 

13. CUBE THROUGH TABLE
This trick is great for when you’re seated at a table. Tell your friends that you are going 
to make your cube (actually, the shell) penetrate through the table. Place the cube on 
the table and put the clear Cube Cloning container mouth-down over the cube. Now 
take a piece of newspaper and cover the container with it. Press it down all around 
the container so the paper holds the shape of it. Now, pat your hand on the top of the 
container and lift it with the newspaper still around it, up and over your lap. Point out 
that something must have gone wrong because the cube is still there. While your friends 
are looking at the cube, secretly let the container slip out of the newspaper and into 
your lap. Because the newspaper is the same shape as the container, they will not think 
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the container is no longer there! Place 
the now-empty container back over the 
cube and smash it again with your hand 
so the newspaper crumples. Now reach 
into your lap and pull the container out 
from under the table saying that you 
don’t know your own strength!

TRICKS WITH THE RUBIK’S ESP CARDS
 
14. THE RUBIK’S ESP CARDS

The eleven ESP cards are very unique: you will find one card (the “key” card) featuring nine 
different colours (Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, White, Purple, Black and Pink) and ten 
other cards, each featuring a different configuration of the above colours and a large hole 
where two of the colours are missing! You can use these cards to read your friend’s mind! 
Begin by showing your friend the key card. Ask him to choose a colour but to not tell you 
which colour- just to think of it. Next, pick up the other ten cards and one by one show them 
to him, asking him if his colour appears on the card. Place all of the “yes” cards in one pile 
and all of the “no” cards in a separate pile. When he is finished, pick up the “no” pile and 
place it face-down on the key card. Make sure that this is facing you and not him! When you 
place the “no” pile face-down on the key card, the cards will form a window through which 
only one colour can be seen: that is the chosen colour! Once you’ve seen and remembered 
the chosen colour, pick up the “yes” pile and place it on top of the “no” pile on the key card. 
Now, turn the key card over and announce that you’ve magically determined the chosen 
colour even though some of the cards had two colours missing! Announce the colour you 
saw through the window and blow your friend’s mind!

TRICKS WITH THE RUBIK’S TRIANGLE AND CLASSIC SIZED TRICK CUBE

15. THE RUBIK’S TRIANGLE
To the audience the Rubik’s Triangle will look like nothing more than a set of three colourful 
panels that fold together. If you examine your panels carefully you will notice that behind the 
panels are another set of panels. You will also notice that there is an extra panel affixed to 
them with a black cloth bag attached to it. It is in that bag that you will soon hide a magical 
prop that you will produce during your show!

16. THE FIRST PRODUCTION
Before your show, place an object in the bag that you would like to produce (how about a 
cube?). During your show, have the panels folded into a triangle with the hidden bag in the 
middle. Keep the pointed side of the triangle facing you as you place the triangle on your 
working surface. Immediately open up the triangle by unfolding the sides so all three panels 
are opened as far as they can go. Now, holding all three panels between your hands at 
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the folds, lift the panels straight up and 
towards your body, so your audience can 
see that there is nothing on your table. 
You will now place the panels down and 
re-fold them, but in a different way. Start 
by folding the left side panel in towards 
the audience. Fold it so that it is complete-
ly flat against the middle panel. Next, fold 
the right side panel completely in, so it is 
flat against the other panel. You can now, 
if you wish, lift the entire set of panels off 
the table and towards your body once 
more, by holding them in one hand from 
the top, to show that there is still nothing on the table. You will now unfold the panels, but in 
a very special way. If you look at the panels from the top it will look like it is in a “z” forma-
tion. Take the front panel. Now bring your left hand towards the left and bring the right hand 
towards the right. You should now have the secret bag on the right panel facing you and the 
red panels with the question mark are facing the audience. Now fold the end panels inward 
toward you and once again form a triangle with the point facing you. Make a magical pass 
or say a few magic words and put your hand into the top of the triangle and pull out your 
secret item. You can now fold the panels flat by first folding in the right section towards you 
(the one with the bag) and then the left section.

17. CUBE TO HANKIES
For this effect you’ll need the six coloured handkerchiefs that come with your set and your 
classic sized trick cube. In the secret compartment of the panels put the six handkerchiefs. 
During your show you display your classic sized trick cube to your friends. Show the panels 
as you did in the above effect then put the cube in the compartment along with the six 
handkerchiefs. Now, say that the panels can transform any object into another one. Wave 
your hands over the panels reach in and bring out the six handkerchiefs, then display your 
panels as above again to show that the cube is truly gone!

18. MULTIPLE PRODUCTIONS!
You can make your triangle a running gag through your show to fully exploit its amazing se-
cret. For example you could have all your show props as your production in the hidden bag. 
Show the triangle empty and produce just your first prop. After the effect show the triangle 
empty again then produce your second prop! Do this after every effect and the triangle 
becomes a great effect for your audiences!

19. A LITTER OF LITTER
Set your triangle up to produce a stuffed cat or dog (don’t try this with a live animal!) and 
show it to be empty. Take a paper tissue and claim that, as the world’s greatest origami 
artist you will create a group of baby animals from it. Now shred the napkin and proudly 
announce, to a huge groan from your audience, that it is now a litter! Throw the pieces into 
your triangle and produce the stuffed cat or dog from it as you announce, “And here’s the 
mother!” 
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20. TORN AND RESTORED
Your triangle can also be used to switch objects provided they can both fit together in the 
secret bag. Get two of the same newspaper page and put one into the bag and the other 
inside the triangle. During your show open the triangle and remove the newspaper al-
lowing the triangle to be seen to be empty. Now fold the triangle back up and tear up the 
newspaper throwing the bits into the bag. Wave your hands over the triangle and remove 
the second paper to show that you have magically restored it!

21. TORN AND…. RESTORED?
Rip up one of your papers and tape it all together with black tape so that it is very obvi-
ous. Have this in your bag and a duplicate paper in the triangle. During your show open 
the triangle and remove the paper. Just as you did before rip it up throwing the bits into 
the bag. Claim that you will ‘magically’ put the paper back together and toss a roll of tape 
into the triangle. Wave your hands over the top and, to a huge laugh, pull out the taped 
together one. Finish by saying, “Well how else could it be done?”

22. CRUSHED CANDY!
For a really amazing effect show your triangle to be empty (hiding a full roll of candy in 
the secret bag) then show your audience an empty candy wrapper. Put the candy wrap-
per inside the bag and claim that you are very hungry so it is time for some candy magic! 
Make a magical gesture and reach into your triangle to pull out the real roll of candy! 

23. RUBIK’S SAFE
Don’t forget that by reversing the actions used to produce something the triangle can 
also be used to totally vanish an object or objects. A cute way to do this is to call the 
triangle your safe and to put some money into it. Open it to show the money has gone as 
you say, “My safe doesn’t need a lock because a burglar would never be able to find the 
money!” 

24. TO DYE FOR
You will need six white handkerchiefs for this effect. Before your show, place the coloured 
handkerchiefs in the secret compartment. During your performance, show your audience 
your white handkerchiefs and the classic sized trick cube. Place the white handkerchiefs 
and the special cube into the secret compartment next to the coloured ones. Take some
Pull out the coloured handkerchiefs and show that you’ve magically dyed them! 

25. THE BERMUDA PRODUCTION TRIANGLE
Before your show, place a small toy airplane into the secret compartment of your Produc-
tion Triangle. During your show, display the panels as you did earlier. Ask the audience 
if anyone has ever heard of the Bermuda Triangle. Tell the audience that the Bermuda 
Triangle is an unsolved mystery in which airplanes seemed to vanish into thin air. Tell 
them that your Production Triangle is the other end of the Bermuda Triangle and you are 
now going to make one of those missing airplanes reappear! Now, wave your hand over 
the magic triangle formed by the panels and reach in and bring out your airplane!
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26. DRAWING IT OUT
If you can get a photograph of a friend you can put that in the bag instead of a photo of 
yourself. During your show, bring out a piece of paper and a pen then say, “I’m going to do 
a drawing of you!” Draw your friend, as best you can, on the paper. Don’t worry if you are 
awful at drawing, the worse it looks the better! When you have finished say, “It needs a little 
improvement so I’ll pop it into my magical triangle!” Close the box and wait a moment before 
pulling out the picture from the bag and showing them a photograph of themselves! Finish by 
saying, “Yep, that’s much better now!”

27. THE RUBIK’S MONEY MACHINE
Start with some dollar bills in the secret compartment of your triangle. Show the triangle to 
be empty then put some blank pieces of paper (the same size as dollar bills) into it. Pretend 
to push some invisible buttons on the triangle as you claim that it is a magical ATM machine. 
Nobody will believe you until, to their complete surprise, you remove the real money from it!

28. GREEDY ATM MACHINE
Put a five or ten dollar bill or two in your triangle. Claim that it is actually a magical ATM 
machine. Show a credit card and put it into the triangle, secretly putting it into the inner bag. 
Now pretend to press some imaginary buttons on it. Open the triangle and pull out the money. 
Smile then look in the triangle, which is now empty, before saying, “Hey! It gave me my money 
but it ate the card!” If you are too young to own a credit card ask your parents for an old one 
(or even a used-up gift card) for you to play with!

29. SCRAMBLED TO UNSCRAMBLED
If you already have a real Rubik’s Cube, you can put your classic sized trick cube (which 
appears solved) into the secret bag ahead of time and, during your show, use the triangle 
to switch the two cubes: simply scramble the real cube, place it into the compartment and 
remove the unscrambled cube. 

30. HOW TO SCRAMBLE A CUBE (WITHOUT REALLY SCRAMBLING IT)
I’m going to teach you a sneaky way to “scramble” a real cube so that it looks completely 
scrambled but can be easily solved. Start by holding the white side of the cube up. Now, twist 
both ends one turn so that you have two blue ends and a white stripe up the middle. Now, 
turn the opposite ends two turns: The top of your cube will now look like this: the end stripes 
will be green/yellow/green and the middle stripe will be blue/white/blue. You will see that the 
top and bottom look scrambled but that the sides of the cube are all stripes. Now, turn the 
center stripe on the sides one turn: this will make it appear that the entire cube is scrambled!
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31. HOW TO UNSCRAMBLE A CUBE (THAT ISN’T REALLY SCRAMBLED)
To get your cube back to its original, unsolved state, simply reverse the actions men-
tioned above. This isn’t as hard as it sounds. If you look carefully at your cube, you will 
see that while it appears scrambled at first glance, the pattern on all sides is actually 
symmetrical. To begin, turn the center stripe of the sides one turn back to its original 
position. It is easy to see which sides are the ones that are the side panels (even if you 
lose track) because the center stripe will be the same configuration as the edge stripes 
on the panel next to it. Now that you’ve done that, look at the top and the bottom of the 
cube: you will see that the center stripe of the top panel corresponds to the side stripes 
of the bottom panel. Twist the center stripe two turns: this will solve two of the sides, 
leaving only a coloured stripe up the middle of the cube. Simply twist the center stripe 
one turn and the cube is solved!

32. THE FLYING SOLVE
Rather than untwist the final panel, you can make it appear you have solved the cube 
by throwing it in the air! If you do the above- scrambling the cube then unscrambling it 
to the point that there is only one stripe left- then grip the cube by placing your thumb 
on the bottom of the center stripe and your index finger and middle finger on the end 
stripes on the opposite side of the cube, you can squeeze your fingers together quickly 
which will cause the cube to fly out of your hands. When you catch it, you will see that 
this action has placed the final stripe where it needs to be and the cube is solved!

33. BEHIND YOUR BACK
Once you get good at fake-scrambling and unscrambling your cube, try doing the fake 
scramble behind your back. It’s not as hard as it sounds as long as you remember to al-
ways twist both sides the same amount of turns. Then, you can bring it out from behind 
your back, show it scrambled and amaze your friends with your ability to quickly “solve” 
the cube!

34. THE AMAZING SYNCHRONOUS SCRAMBLE
For this trick you will need your Triangle, two Rubik’s mini-cubes (these are available at 
most party supply stores) and a regular cube. Before your show, fake scramble one of 
the mini-cubes to the configuration described above. Place this cube in the secret bag 
of your triangle. During your show, show the Triangle empty. Hand the other mini-cube 
(the unscrambled one) out to an audience member and ask them to scramble it. Take 
the cube back from them and place it into the Triangle, in the secret bag next to the pre-
pared mini-cube. Now, take your regular cube and fake scramble it. Tell your audience 
that without looking, you have scrambled your cube the same way that the spectator 
has! Reach into the Triangle and remove the fake-scrambled mini-cube and show both 
cubes together, side by side, proving that you have scrambled your cube the same way 
as the spectator! 

35. UNTIED AND TIED
For this trick you will need four matching hankies. Before your show, tie the ends of two 
of the hankies together and put them into the secret bag of your Triangle. During your 
show, show the Triangle empty. Show the two hankies as separate then place them both 
into the secret bag. Wave your hand over the Triangle and pull out the other two hankies 
that are tied together- it will appear that the hankies have tied themselves together 
inside the Triangle! 
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36. TIED AND UNTIED
Of course, reversing the above actions will also make it appear that two tied hankies 
have untied themselves as well!

37. SUDSO
For this trick you will need two hankies, a magic marker and a small box of laundry 
detergent. Before your show, place one hanky into the secret compartment of your 
Triangle. Now, take the other hanky and mark it up with your marker. During your perfor-
mance, show the Triangle empty as above. Show the marked-up hanky and say that the 
Triangle is a magic washing machine. Place the “dirty” hanky into the secret compart-
ment and pretend to sprinkle some detergent in as well. Swirl the Triangle around on the 
table a little then remove the “clean” hanky!

38. RESTORED ROPE
For this trick you will two pieces of rope the same length and a pair of scissors (younger 
magicians should get an adult to help with the scissors). Before your show, place one 
length of rope into the secret bag. During your performance, show the Triangle empty as 
above and bring out the other rope and scissors. Cut the rope into small pieces with the 
scissors (or have someone in the audience do it, preferably an adult). Scoop up all the 
pieces and place them into the secret bag of the Triangle. Wave your hands over the top 
of the Triangle and remove the other rope- it will appear that the Triangle has magically 
restored the rope! 

39. A COOL SHOW FINISH
At the end of your show you can then put the props you’ve used back into the triangle 
and, for a final extra miracle, everything vanishes to bring the show to a truly magical 
close!

40. ANOTHER COOL SHOW FINISH!
In your bag also have some candy. At the end of your show, for a final production, pro-
duce the candy to share with your friends to thank them for watching the show. You’ll 
not only be a great magician but a very popular
one too!

TRICKS WITH THE RUBIK’S CARDS

41. THE RUBIK’S CARDS
Your deck of cards has a special marking system that will allow you to know which card 
is which just by looking at the backs! There is a key which tells you how the marking 
system works on the back of this manual but I will offer a quick explanation: each suit 
is represented by a different colour- blue = Spades, green = Clubs, red = Hearts and or-
ange = Diamonds. Down the left side of each card, you will see a row of yellow squares 
in groups of three. Depending on where a colour is located in the row, that indicates 
which card is on the front. For example, if the first square in the yellow row is blue, that 
indicates the card is the Ace Of Spades. If the blue square is in the second square in the 
yellow row, that means it’s the Two Of Spades. This continues on down the yellow row 
with the eleventh, twelfth and thirteenth squares indicating the Jack, Queen and King, 
respectively.
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42. IS THIS YOUR CARD?
The easiest way to use the deck is simply to find a chosen card. Although very basic in 
appearance your clean handling of the deck will convince the helpers that you must 
have fantastic skill! Have a card chosen and, as your helper looks at it, you remember 
which card it is by secretly reading the marks on the back of the card! Let them shuffle 
cards as much as they like then take the deck back from them. Look through the faces 
of the cards and finally pull out their card and watch their jaws drop!

43. EXTRAORDINARY EYESIGHT
Have a card chosen by your helper and ask them to cover it with their hand. Before 
they cover it make sure that you have read the secret markings on the back so that you 
know which card it is! Claim to have the most amazing eyesight in the world and offer to 
prove it to them. Very quickly riffle through the cards, pretending to note each and every 
one. The faster you do this the more impressive your trick will be! Finally close up the 
deck and tell them the card- they’ll be convinced that you have the eyes of an eagle!

MENTAL MAGIC

44. I CAN READ YOUR MIND
This effect is all about your acting ability. Have a card chosen and returned to the deck 
(making sure that you read the marks on the back!). Now let them shuffle the cards. Ask 
them to concentrate on their card but don’t just tell them what it is. Instead slowly get 
the colour then the suit and finally the value of the card. Pretend that you are concen-
trating very hard and they’ll really believe that you have uncanny E.S.P. powers!

45. MULTIPLE MIND READING
You can take this a stage further by having three cards chosen. Get two put back into 
the deck and get your
third helper to put their card in one of their pockets. Read the marks on all three cards 
and remember them!
Slowly get the first two cards then pretend that the third card is even harder because it 
is sitting in their pocket. Of course it isn’t any harder than the first two but your acting 
here convinces them that it must be! The presentation that you use is just as important 
as the trick! When you get the third card take a deep breath and say, “That was tough!”

46. A WEIRD COINCIDENCE
Split your deck into two halves and give one to your helper. Ask them to take a card 
from their half and to remember it. Be sure to check out the marks on the back of their 
card so you know which one it is! Now ask them to push their card in among yours. As 
you shuffle your cards say, “Since you gave me a card it is only fair that I give one back 
to you!” Quickly remove their chosen card and hand it to them. Ask for the name of their 
card and spread your half out onto the table. Their card isn’t there! Show that you gave 
them back the very card that they gave you!

47. MATCHING PAIRS
Take the Ace through Six of Hearts from your deck and give them to your helper to mix 
them up. As they are doing this you remove the Ace though Six of Spades from the deck 
and fan them out faces toward yourself. Ask them to put any one of their six cards face 
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down on the table. Concentrate for a moment and secretly read the markings on the card 
they placed on the table to identify it. If you wish, you can shield your eyes with your hand 
as if concentrating hard but still get a good peek by looking under your fingers. Put the 
matching number card on top. Ask them to put another card face down next to the pair 
and, once more put the matching number card on top. Repeat this until you have six pairs 
of cards on the table. Then, turn over the pairs to show a perfect match on every one!

48. MATCH ME IF YOU CAN!
Here your helper is going to try and match pairs with you! As well as the marks on the 
cards you are going to use a very sneaky magician’s principle known as the One-Ahead 
System! Remove the Ace to Six of Hearts and Ace to Six of Spades from the deck just as 
you did in the previous trick. Put one card down on the table and ask them to put a card 
on top of it. Now put down the matching card to theirs on top of the pile. Ask them to put 
another card on top and once more put the matching card to it on top. Continue until all 
the cards are gone! The last card will be the match to the one on the bottom of the pile 
(the one you put down first) so you need to make a tiny adjustment. Pick up the pile and 
hold it in your hand. Take the top card of the pile and say, “I want you to take the cards 
one at a time and deal them face up in a line onto the table here” Use the card you are 
holding to point to a spot on the table. Now casually return the card to the pile but replace 
it on the bottom! Now hand them the pile and they will deal out six perfect pairs proving 
that they are a mind reader as well!

49. LUCKY MATCHES
When doing the above effect they will sometimes put a perfect match down on your first 
card. If this does happen put the pair to one side and say, “We’ll look at those later, I’ve got 
a good feeling about them!” Now carry on as before using your One-Ahead System. At the 
end turn the first pair and say, “An amazing match but it gets better!” Now, as before ask 
them to deal the rest of the cards (making your adjustment) in a line to show all perfect 
matches! Sometimes the second pair may be a perfect match as well! If so, put it to one 
side as well, saying something like, “This is feeling more than a little spooky!” before 
continuing. Once in a while you’ll get five perfect pairs and, when this happens, play it up 
as a total miracle!

50. RED AND BLACK
Have your helper shuffle the deck then ask them to put a black card and a red card face 
up, side by side, on the table. Make the crazy claim that you can feel, from the weight of 
the ink on them, whether a card is red or black and ask them to hold out one card face 
down to you. Lightly touch your fingers under the card and, having read the marks, an-
nounce which colour it is. Ask them to put it, still face down, onto the face up card of the 
colour you called. Say, “We’ll see just how I did in a few moments!” Go through the whole 
deck calling the colours and having them put into the appropriate piles. Turn over the two 
piles to show that you have magically splitthe deck into twenty-six red and twenty-six 
black cards without any mistakes! You can always read about a dozen each of the colours 
and stop there if you wish- it is still just as effective!

51. SUIT YOURSELF
Having separated the deck into red and black you can take this one stage further by claim-
ing that not only can you feel red from black but can also tell the suits apart! Have them 
pick up the red cards and hold them face down. If they want to, you can say, they can 
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shuffle them again if they want. Now repeat the actions of the above effect but this time, 
using the marks, separate the hearts from the diamonds. Repeat this whole process 
again with the black cards until you have four piles of cards on the table. Turn them over 
to show that you have separated out all of the suits!  

52. PERFECT PLACEMENT
Have your helper lay out five cards (A, 2, 3, 4, 5 of any suit) in a row face down on your 
table. Carefully study the cards and say to them, “I’m going to turn my back and I want 
you to swap two cards. I’m willing to bet that you can’t make the row look exactly the 
same!” Turn your back and let them change two cards around. When they’ve done it 
turn back and say, “Not a bad try but these are the two you changed, they just weren’t 
quite the same as before!” Of course you are using the secret marks to see which two 
were changed (just look to see which two are out of order) but they don’t know that! 
You can repeat this over and over with them going berserk trying to position the
cards correctly but three or four times is enough. If the order is still the same that 
means your sneaky friend did not swap any cards and tried to trick you!

53. THE KEY CARD (TOP)
This is a very sneaky way to use the marked cards! Shuffle the deck and put it down 
onto your table. As you do this note what the top card of the deck is. Ask your helper 
to think of any card in the deck but not to tell you what it is. Turn your back to them 
and ask them to remove their card from the deck and to place it on top. Then ask them 
to cut the deck and complete the cut. Turn back to them and stress that you couldn’t 
possibly know the card that they are thinking of. Actually you couldn’t so, for once, you 
are not telling a lie! Pick up the cards and run through them pretending to concentrate. 
While you don’t know their card you know the card next to it (the top card you remem-
bered)! When you fan out the cards looking through them, their card will be the one to 
the left of the card you remembered!

54. THE KEY CARD (BOTTOM)
Shuffle your deck of cards and secretly remember the bottom card of the deck. Spread 
out your cards face down and have any card selected by your helper. Ask them to 
remember the card as you square up the deck. Ask them to put their card face down 
on top of the deck then say, “Of course it is a little easy for me to find it there so I’ll lose 
it in the deck!” Give the deck a straight cut and complete the cut. A straight cut means 
lifting off about half the cards and placing them to one side then putting the remaining 
cards on top. Ask your helper if they would like to cut the deck as well. As long as they 
are straight cuts they can cut the deck as many times as they like! Now look through the 
deck and look for your key card. The chosen card will be the card directly to the right of 
the key card!

55. YOU’VE BEEN PRINTED
A great way to use a key card is to have the card chosen and ‘lost’ in the deck. Say, 
“Unless my detective powers are low I think I’ll be able to find your card by looking for 
fingerprint or DNA evidence upon it. I may also use my amazing powers of smell but 
perhaps that little more information than was required!” Pretend to search through the 
cards carefully examining them (perhaps even sniffing one or two of them) before finally 
saying, “This one has you all over it!” as you reveal the correct card! 
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56. THE POLICE GET THEIR MAN
Again a key card is used here in a sneaky way. A card is selected and returned to the deck. 
Now you say you need your “two policemen” and start to look through the deck. Remove the 
two black Jacks and put them on the table. During this time also look for your key card and 
cut it to the bottom of the deck (leaving their card on top). Either put the deck under the table 
or behind your back and pick up the Jacks. Say that you are going to put them face up in the 
middle of the deck. What you actually do is put one second from the top of the deck then the 
other one on top (trapping the chosen card between them). Now give the deck a straight cut 
and bring the deck out again. Spread the deck to show the card between the jacks and have 
your friend confirm that it is their card

57. THIS TRICK TAKES A YEAR, A MONTH AND A WEEK
Turn the bottom card of your deck face up. Have a card chosen but be careful that they don’t 
see the reversed card. Have the chosen card replaced on top of the deck then cut the cards. 
Spread through the cards and ‘notice’ the reversed card. Cut it to the top and turn it face 
down. The chosen card is now second from the top just where you want it! Ask them how 
many weeks there are in a year. When they reply fifty-two, deal- one card at a time- five cards 
in a pile and then two cards in a pile next to it. Put the two cards on top of the five then put 
all the cards back on the deck. Ask how many months there are in a year and, when they say 
twelve, deal twelve cards- one at a time- into a pile on the table. Once more put them back on 
top of the deck. Finally ask how many days there are in a week and, after the reply, deal seven 
cards in a pile and replace them on the deck. Now, turn over the top card of the deck and 
reveal their chosen card!

58. LOST
Another great way to use your key card location is to make them think that you may just have 
messed up the trick. Have a card selected and, as before ‘lost’ in the deck. Say, “I’m going to 
deal the cards one at a time into a face up pile and see if I can magically find your card!” Start 
to deal the cards and look for your key card. When you see it you know that the very next 
card will be their card but don’t stop dealing. Deal a few cards past their card then say, “The 
very next card that I turn over will be your card!” They’ve seen their card already dealt so they 
think you have made a mistake! You prove them wrong by reaching into the dealt cards and 
pulling out their card!

59. LISTEN TO MY VOICE
This is a fun way to use your key card location. Have a card selected and ‘lost’ in the deck. 
Say, “Let’s play a game to see how good at controlling your voice you are!” Give them the 
deck say you’ll turn your back to them. They are to deal the cards one at a time face up onto 
the table naming them as they do so. You claim that you’ll be able to tell, just from their voice, 
when they get to their card! Of course all you do is wait till you hear your key card and you 
know the next one is theirs!

60. SCANNER
Start with the four aces on top of the face down deck and hand it to a spectator. Ask them to 
deal cards one at a time into a pile onto the table and to stop whenever they like. Ask them to 
deal more than ten cards at least though to make it harder for you. Once they have stopped 
dealing ask them to pick up the dealt cards and to deal them into four piles one card at a 
time. When they have finished say, “I couldn’t know how you would deal so how do you ex-
plain this?” Ask them to turn to top card of each pile and there, amazingly, are the four aces!
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61. REPLICAS
Remove the four Kings, four Queens, four Jacks and four Aces from your deck. Lay out 
the four Aces in a square and on top of each ace place a King. On top of the kings place 
a Queen followed by a Jack. Gather the piles together and turn them face down. Give 
your pile a few straight cuts then deal out four new piles one card at a time. Now turn 
your four piles face-up to show that in one pile are the four Aces, in the next the four 
Kings and so on!

62. ACES TO THE TOP
Before your show remove the four Aces from the deck and put them into your pocket. 
During your performance get a helper to shuffle the cards as much as they like. Take the 
deck from them and put it into your pocket on top of the Aces already there. Reach into 
your pocket and remove the Aces one at a time to show your incredible skill!

63. THE DOUBLE-BACKED CARD
You will notice that the deck comes with a double-backed card. If you place this card on 
the bottom of your deck, you can do some really cool magic! First, spread the deck, face 
down and have a spectator choose a card. As they look at their card square up the deck 
and secretly turn it over. It will still look like you are holding a face down deck because of 
the double-backed card! Take their card and push it somewhere into the middle of the 
deck keeping all the cards squared up. Now say, “I’m going to find your card behind my 
back!” Put the deck behind your back and simply turn over the deck before bringing it 
out again. Put it face down on the table and spread the cards to show their card reversed 
in the center for a powerful magical surprise!

64. SUPER DOUBLE-BACKED CARD
You can make a big feature of this effect by having a number of cards selected! You can 
use ten to fifteen chosen cards but three should be enough for you to start with. Do the 
effect exactly as above but this time replace all the chosen cards in different places. 
Square the cards up and say, “One card is tough but finding three would be a miracle!” 
After going behind your back and turning over the bottom card put the deck face down 
on the table and say, “Not only did I find them all but I put them back in face up in less 
than three seconds! Spread the deck to show that you have done it and your applause 
will be sensational!

65. STUBBORN DECK
Begin with the double-backed card on top of the deck. Spread the cards in your hands to 
show that all of the cards are face-down. Now explain that this is a very stubborn deck 
and that any card that is turned face-up in the deck will automatically turn itself face-
down! Ask a spectator to take the top card (the double-backed card) but to not turn it 
over. Now, turn the deck over and re-spread it so all of the cards are face-up and tell the 
spectator to put the card anywhere in the deck that he wants. Now, close the deck and 
turn it over again. Respread the deck and show that none of the cards are face-up: his 
card has stubbornly turned itself face-down again!
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66. CARD THROUGH HANDKERCHIEF
Have a spectator choose a card 
and place their chosen card back 
on top of the deck. Next, with the 
deck in your left hand, cover the 
deck with a handkerchief. Reach 
underneath and remove the entire 
deck from your hand leaving the 
top card (the chosen card) in your 
left hand. Place the deck on top of 
the handkerchief in your left hand, 
directly over the top card hidden underneath it. Now, fold the part of the handkerchief 
closest to you forward and over the deck. You will be able to see the edge of the hidden 
card facing you. Now, fold the rest of the handkerchief down and around both the deck 
and the hidden card. You will see that the deck is completely enclosed in the handker-
chief but that the chosen card is able to come out of the bottom of the handkerchief! 
Pick the handkerchief up from the top, allowing the deck to hang beneath it. The chosen 
card will stay inside the folds! Reach up into the folds and slowly pull the chosen card 
out. Now, hand the handkerchief and deck out for examination so your spectators can 
see that the deck really is wrapped in the handkerchief!

67. ONE WAY OR ANOTHER
Some decks of cards have a “one way” back: in other words, they have one picture 
rather than a symmetrical design. Your deck has a special design by this because the 
yellow stripe only goes down the left side of the cards! Begin by making sure all of the 
backs are facing in the same direction. During your show, spread the cards face-down 
and have a spectator choose a card. Square the deck up then turn it around so the op-
posite end is facing the spectator and have them put their card back. Now, spread the 
deck with the backs facing you and you will immediately be able to tell which card is the 
chosen card: it’s the card that’s upside-down!

68. TWO CARD MONTE
Take a look at your two special cards. One is a double-faced card and the other is a 
double-backed card. The audience is not supposed to know that these cards are trick 
cards! Put the double-faced card on top of the double-backed card. Have the top card 
(double-faced) angled toward the right so you can see the bottom card too, just like a 
fan of cards. Hold the cards gently between your thumb on the top card and your first 
finger on the bottom card, towards the center of the cards. Show the cards to your 
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friend by holding them as instructed and then turn your wrist over at the same time as 
you slide the top card to the left. When your wrist is turned, they will now see the other 
side of the double-faced card, believing it to be the second card. Then turn your wrist 
back and again slide the top card, this time to the right. Practice this turning motion, to 
get it right, so it doesn’t look like you are doing anything sneaky. Then take the top card 
(double-faced) show it to your friend and put it behind your back as you ask your friend 
what card that leaves in your hand. They will of course say the name of the other card. 
With your hand still behind your back, simply turn the card over and then bring it out 
with the other side showing, proving them wrong!

69. THE JOKER
You will notice that one of your Joker cards has a monkey 
staring into a mirror. There is a card in the mirror. If you 
force the card that’s in the mirror, you can use the Joker 
card to reveal the force! A good way to do this is to force 
a card (two easy card forces are below) and shuffle their 
chosen card back into the deck. Tell the spectator you will 
find their chosen card and remove the joker. Of course 
they will say the Joker isn’t their card…. Until you ask 
them to take a closer look at what’s in the mirror!

70. CROSS CUT FORCE
Before your show, place the card you want to force on top 
of the deck of cards. Now ask your helper to cut the top 
half of the deck to one side. Pick up the lower portion of the 
deck and put it diagonally on the cut off cards. Now, briefly 
distract them by saying something like, “you could have cut 
the deck anywhere” or “the choice of where you cut the 
deck was entirely yours, yes?” Now lift off the top portion 
and ask them to take the top card of the lower portion. This 
is the force card!

71. THE 10/20 FORCE
Before your show, put the card you wish to force 9th from the top of the deck. Now ask 
a spectator to name a number between 10 and 20. Ask them to hold the deck and to 
count one card at a time into a pile on the table until they have dealt the number they 
named. Then ask them to add the two digits of their number together (so if they named 
16 they would add 1 and 6 to get 7). Ask them to deal down to that new number using 
the dealt off pile of cards on the table. After they have done that, tell them now that they 
have discarded these cards to the table, the very next card in their hand will be their 
card! This of course, will be your force card!

72. YOU ARE IN MY VISION
Force a card on a spectator. Tell them you can see the selected card in their eyes. Gaze 
into their eyes for a few seconds, then reveal the name of the selected card.
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73. PROPHECY
Before you force your card, write the card you plan to force on a piece of paper as a 
“prediction” and fold it up. Place the prediction on the table, then force the card on the 
spectator. Have them open the paper to reveal your prediction.

74. LETTERS
Write the force card down on a piece of paper and seal it inside an envelope. Give the 
envelope to a spectator to hold, then force your card on a different spectator. Once the 
force card is “chosen”, have them tear open the envelope revealing that your prediction 
is correct!

75. FACE TO FACE
For this effect, you will need a second deck of cards. On the first deck, set up your force. 
For the second deck, reverse the card that matches your force card so it is the only face 
up card in the middle of the deck. Force the matching card with the first deck and have it 
replaced. Hand the second deck to a spectator and have them spread the deck across the 
table, showing that their card is face-up!

76. RESURRECTION
Have the spectator select the force card and return it to the deck in the exact spot you 
need it to be to force it again. Tell the spectator to choose a different card and force the 
selected card again. Continue this a few times for a great laugh! 

77. A GAME CALLED ECHO
Have a spectator select the force card and replace it in the deck in the exact spot where 
you need it to be to force it again. Force the same card on several other spectators mak-
ing sure the spectators never see eachother’s card. Have them all say their card simulta-
neously on the count of three. They will be astonished when they all name the same card!

78. GLITTER AND ASH
Write the name of the force card on your forearm with a piece of soap. Force the card 
from the deck and have the spectator write the card down on a piece of paper and burn it 
in an ashtray (younger magicians should have an adult burn the paper for them). Rub the 
ashes across your forearm and the name of the selected card will appear mysteriously on 
your arm, written in ashes!

79. GLITTER AND ASH 2
If you don’t want an arm covered in ashes for the rest of your show, write the name of 
the forced card on a piece of paper with a white crayon. Force the chosen card and have 
the selection written down and burned as above. Rub the ashes on the paper and the 
selected card will appear!

80. ABSOLUTION
For this trick, you will need 5 one dollar bills (or one pound notes). On the back of the first 
bill write, “your”. On the back of the next write, “chosen”. The next, “card”, the next, “is” 
and finally, on the back of the last bill, write the name of the force card. Have the force 
card selected and replaced then bet your spectator five dollars you can find their card. 
Pretend to find the wrong card a few times, each time giving the spectator one of the bills 
for your failure. Once all five bills are dealt down, have them turn the bills over to reveal 
their selected card!
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81. THE ICEMAN COMES
Fold up a duplicate force card and freeze it inside of an ice cube. Have the force card selected 
and offer your spectator a drink. When the ice cube melts, they will find their selected card in 
their drink!

82. THE TICK TOCK MAN
Fold up a duplicate to your force card and place it underneath your wrist watch. Have the 
force card selected and returned to the deck. Tell the spectator to “watch” you find his card. 
Remove your watch and allow the force card to drop out. Allow the spectator to unfold it and 
discover his selected card!

83. THE FALL
Have a card selected and replaced to the top. Shuffle the deck, making sure that the top card 
always stays on the top of the deck. Slide the top card to the side so it hangs over the edge of 
the deck about an inch and drop the cards on the table from about a foot above. The top card 
will flip over face up, due to the air current as it is falling and reveal the chosen card!

84. CHECK IT
Have a card selected and returned to the top. Again, shuffle the cards, being sure to keep the 
top card on top of the deck. Place the deck in a spectator’s shirt pocket. Have them name a 
number between 1 and 20. Reach into their pocket and start removing cards one at a time 
from the bottom of the deck. When you get to their selected number, reach in their pocket 
and remove the force card from the top of the deck. It will appear that they counted down 
through the deck to their chosen card!

85. THE DOUBLE LIFT
Now let’s learn how to lift the top two cards off the pack as one. Begin by placing two cards 
on top of the deck: let’s use the Ten of Clubs and the Seven of Diamonds. The Ten of Clubs 
will be the actual top card and the Seven of Diamonds will be the card you show as the top 
card. You must now lift the top two cards as if they were one card and show the Seven of 
Diamonds as being the top card. A good way to do this is to slightly nudge the top two cards 
over slightly with your thumb. You can then easily grab them from the opposite side of the 
deck where they will slightly overhang.

86. CARD TO THE TOP
Now that you know the double lift, here’s how to do a cool trick with it. Do the double lift as 
described above, showing the second card as the top card and replace both cards to the top 
of the deck. Now, take the actual top card- without showing it- and push it into the center of 
the deck. Tap the top of the deck and turn over the top card- it will look as though the top 
card has reappeared on top of the deck!

87. CH-CH-CH-CHANGES
Carefully double lift the top two cards as one and show the face of the bottom card. Place 
the two cards as one back on top of the deck. Tap the deck and turn over the top card. It will 
appear to have changed into another card!

88. CARDIS
Double lift the top two cards as one and show the face of the bottom card. Place the two 
cards as one back on top of the deck. Slide the top card off the deck and place it in your 
pocket. They will think it is the same card you showed them. Snap your fingers and turn over 
the top card - it has magically traveled back to the deck!
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89. BAIT AND SWITCH
Perform a double lift displaying the top two cards as one and show them to the spectator. 
Place the cards back on top of the deck then reach into your pocket for a paperclip. Slide 
the top card over and clip the paperclip onto it. Place this card and the second one in the 
deck (the card the spectator actually saw) on the table. Move the cards around as if trying to 
confuse the spectator and ask them to name the clipped card. They will, of course, name the 
wrong card. Turn both cards over to show you have magically switched them!

90. TRIPLE LIFT
Pick up three cards together as a triple lift. Show the top three cards as one and place them 
back on the deck. Slide the top card off the deck and move it to the bottom. Give the top of 
the deck a tap then pick up the top two cards as one and show the card has jumped to the 
top! Place the cards back on the deck as one and slide the top card off again, this time plac-
ing it in the middle of the deck. Tap the top of the deck again, then turn over the top card and 
show it has jumped to the top again!

91. TWO PAIRS
The magician removes two cards from the deck. He then has a spectator cut the deck. The 
magician then flips over the cards that he selected then flips over the two cards of the deck 
that were cut to and the cards match! Begin by shuffling the deck. Tell your spectator that you 
will select two cards from the deck. Go through the cards making sure you look at the bottom 
and the top cards of the deck. Pick out the card that is the same number as the bottom card. 
Then pick out a card that is the same number as the top card. Ask the spectator to cut the 
deck. Take the first card (the one on top of the original top of the deck), and flip it over. Then 
flip the bottom half of the deck over completely. Turn over the cards you selected and they all 
match!

92. A PAIR OF SWINGERS
Begin by preparing the deck this way: pick two cards of different suits but the same colour, 
such as the Five of Spades and the Four of Clubs. These are the cards you are going to first 
show the audience. Next, find the “opposites” of the cards: the Five of Clubs, and the Four of 
Spades. These are the cards you will fool your audience with. Put the “opposite” cards at the 
top and bottom of the deck - Five of Clubs on top, Four of Spades on bottom. Place the Five 
of Spades and the Four of Clubs go on top of the deck. Begin by dealing the two top cards 
off the top of the deck face down and let the audience look at them. Next, let them insert 
the cards back into the deck anywhere they want. Now, grip the deck in your hand with your 
fingers on top of the deck and your thumb on the bottom. Swing the deck back and forth a 
few times and allow all the other cards to fly out from between the top and bottom cards. IM-
MEDIATELY hold those cards up for all to see. Although they picked the Five of Spades and the 
Four of Clubs, they will never realize that those aren’t the cards you are showing them (really- 
it’s very rare that anyone notices) and will think you separated their cards from the deck!

93. CORNERED
You will need a secret assistant for this trick. Begin by spreading a deck of cards on the 
table then leave the room. While you are out of the room your assistant will ask someone to 
choose a card. When you return to the room, have the assistant point to various cards. When 
he points to the chosen card he will point to the middle of the card, while on every other card 
he will point to its corner. When you see him point to the middle of a card, you will know it is 
the selected card. Wait until he points to a couple more cards, and then tell him to stop and 
reveal the chosen card!
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94. CARD THROUGH TABLE
Before your show, put a piece of double-stick tape on the top card. You will also need a 
duplicate of your force card in your pants pocket. Have a spectator cut the deck and place 
the cut half on top of the deck. Place the deck on the table and smack your hand down 
on top of it. Reach under the table and produce the selected card from your pants pocket. 
The card has apparently penetrated the table! Now you can spread the cards and show 
that their card is really no longer in the deck!

95. CONCENTRATION
Have a card selected and replaced on the top of the deck. Shuffle the cards, being sure to 
keep the top card on top of the deck. Now, breathe on the top card of the deck and place 
the cards against your forehead. Concentrate on the cards for a moment and pull the 
deck away, leaving the selected card stuck to your forehead!

96. MIRACLE STOP
Deal out 21 cards face up in three columns of seven cards each, by dealing three across, 
and then three across again, until each column has seven cards in them. Ask a helper 
to think of any one of the cards and to point out which column it is in. Square up the 
columns and put them together making sure that the column with the selected card in it 
goes in between the other two. Deal out three new columns and ask again which column 
has the selected card. Gather up the columns again making sure that, once more, the 
cards with the chosen one in go into the center of the assembled piles. Repeat this once 
more by dealing out three new columns and once more making sure that the cards with 
the chosen one in go in the center of the other two packets. Now turn the packet face 
down and spell the words “Miracle Stop,” removing one card for each letter. When you 
turn over the letter ‘p’ it will be the chosen card!

97. SPELLING BEE
Before your show, take out Ace through 10 of any suit and arrange them in this order 
(from top to bottom, all facing down): the 3 on the top of the packet, next a 5, next an Ace, 
then 8, followed by a 10, then 2, 4, 6, 7 and the last card 9. When you are ready to per-
form, take one card from the top of the packet, as you say “A”, then place this card on the 
bottom of the packet keeping it face down. Then take the next card from the top of the 
packet and place it on the bottom, as you say “C.” Then take the next card from the top 
and turn it over face up as you “E, and that spells Ace.” An Ace will show. Place this Ace 
on the table. Take the next card from the top of the packet as you say, “T” and place it on 
the bottom of the packet. Then take the next card from the top as you say “W,” and place 
that card on the bottom of the packet and finally turn the next card from the top over as 
you say, “O.” Now a two will show. Put it on the table and continue counting. Do the same 
for the numbers three, four, five, and so on until you get to ten which will be the last card 
in your hand. Turn it face up as you say, “Ten!”

98. PROFESSIONAL SPELLER
Before your show, put your special spelling packet in reverse order from the previous 
effect: so in this version, the top face down card will be a 9 and the bottom card in this 
special packet will be a 3. Place this whole packet face down on top of the deck. After 
the special packet of cards is set and you have memorized the bottom “key” card you are 
ready to perform this very cool trick. During the show, take out the deck of cards and ask 
one of your helpers to cut the deck. Then take back the cards and look through the faces 
for the key card. Immediately under the key card will be the “nine” of your special packet. 
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Split the deck at this point and put the key card and everything above it under the other 
packet. So you should now have a deck of cards with the key card back on the bottom 
of the deck and your special packet, still in order on top of the deck. Count off ten cards 
from the top of the deck face-down to the table. Now pick up the packet and perform 
the trick as you did before.

99. ROYAL SPELLING BEE
There will be three picture cards in this version to be spelled after the ten. They are the 
J-A-C-K, the Q-U-E-E-N and at the very end you’ll turn over the King! Here is the order 
from top to bottom: 3, 8, 7, A, Q, 6, 4, 2, J, K, 10, 9,and 5 on the bottom of the face-down 
packet. Perform this trick the same way you did the previous version, except for one 
very important twist: you must now spell the value of the card using one card for each 
letter and then after it has been spelled, you will turn over the very next card to show 
that it has been spelled correctly.

100. SPELLBOUND
Let’s use the key card for a different kind of spelling effect. Have a card chosen and 
‘lost’ in the center of the deck. Now look through the deck pretending to be looking 
for their card. As soon as you see your key card you know what their card is. Don’t say 
anything but keep sliding the cards over and as you do so, silently spell each card past 
the chosen one as the card. For example, if the card is the Ace of Clubs, the card behind 
it (actually your key card) is spelled as A, the next one as C, the next as E until you reach 
the “S” in clubs. Cut the deck at that point and complete the cut. Ask them to deal cards 
spelling one letter of their card for each card dealt. They incredibly spell to their card!

101. SPELLDOWN
Before your show, put nine cards to one side. Then, on top of the deck, put the following 
cards in this order face down (from top to bottom): Two Of Clubs, Six Of Hearts, Four Of 
Spades, Eight Of Hearts, Jack Of Diamonds and the Eight Of Diamonds. Place the nine 
cards you put to one side on top of this set up and you are ready to go. Say to a friend, 
“I’m going to take some random cards from the deck.” As you say this casually remove 
nine cards and put them to one side. Now take the next six cards (your set cards) and 
spread them out in a fan to show your friend. Ask them to think of any one of the cards. 
After he has done that, replace them on the deck. Finally put the nine cards on top of 
all. Ask them to name their card. Spell their card with one card for each letter. It doesn’t 
matter which one they thought of, the final card will always be theirs!

102. GRANDPA’S LETTER
On a piece of paper write ‘I knew you’d get into trouble one day so I’ll help you out by 
telling you that the chosen card is the four of clubs! Love from Grandpa’. Seal this into 
an envelope and keep it in your pocket. During your show force the four of clubs on a 
friend (remember we learned how to do that earlier!) and then ask them to shuffle the 
deck. Start to look for their card but pretend to be having trouble finding it. Finally say, 
“There’s only one hope folks. A year ago my Grandpa sent me a letter saying it would 
help out in times of trouble!” Bring out your letter and ask your friend to open and read 
it aloud. Finish by saying, “Good old gramps, he’s the man!”
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103. PROFESSIONAL LETTER
If you really want this to be totally convincing address the envelope to yourself and send 
it through the post. That way it will have a genuine post office stamp upon it. You might 
also want to crumple it up a little bit to make it look older. After all you are claiming that 
the letter is a year old so it wouldn’t be in perfect condition after that time!

104. INVISIBLE REVERSE
For this trick you will need your marked deck and an normal deck. Reverse the Five Of 
Hearts (5H) in your normal deck and have it in its card case. Use your marked deck to 
force a 5H on a friend then say, “I’m going to try to make one card magically turn over 
in the other deck!” Pretend you are removing an invisible card from the normal deck, 
turning it over and replacing it. Now really bring out the deck and spread it to show a 
reversed card! Ask them what card they originally picked and show that your reversed 
card matches it!

105. X MARKS THE SPOT
On the back of the Ten Of Diamonds (10D) in your normal deck draw a large ‘X’. Have this 
set near the center of the deck. Force the 10D from your marked deck on a friend then 
tell them that a triangle of ten diamonds was hidden by a pirate. Tell your friend to look 
through the other deck until they find the “X” that marks the spot where the treasure is 
hidden. They will search through the normal deck and will be astounded to find that the 
card marked “X” is their chosen card!

106. THE MISSING CARD
Take the card you plan to force from your normal deck and put it into your pocket before 
your show. During your show, force your force card using your marked deck then ask 
them to remove the matching card to their chosen one from the regular deck. Of course 
they won’t be able to because it’s missing! Finish by removing it from your pocket and 
showing you knew ahead of time which card they would choose.

107. CARD TO ORANGE
You could put that extra force card anywhere from in your wallet to in a balloon, a bottle 
or an orange. The vanish of the card from the ordinary deck just makes it seem much 
stronger. Say you are using an orange. You would force a card from the marked deck and 
ask them which card they chose. Then say, “I’ll try to make that freely chosen card vanish 
from this other deck and reappear in that orange!” They’ll think you are joking around 
until you show that you can do just that very miracle! Push a pencil into an orange to 
create a hole through the middle. Be careful 
not to push the pencil through the other side! 
Now roll up the force card and push it into 
the orange. Do this secret preparation before 
your show! You can now reveal at the end of 
the effect that their card has been magically 
transported into the orange by cutting around 
the outside of the orange and pulling it apart 
(younger magicians, please get an adult to cut 
the orange open for you)!
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108. PROFESSIONAL CARD TO ORANGE
To really make this look extra special carefully remove the stem from an orange and make 
your hole there. After pushing your force card into the orange you can now use some rubber 
cement to glue the stem back into place. Now the orange can be shown freely before opening 
it!

109. ORANGE YOU GLAD I DIDN’T SAY BANANA?
The night before your show, write the name of the card you plan to force on the side of a 
banana with a toothpick. Don’t press hard- just write it like you would write with a pen on a 
piece of paper. The following morning, the writing will have turned brown. During your show, 
force a card then pretend you cannot find it in the deck. Say you must be low on potassium 
and ask a spectator to grab a banana out of the fruit bowl for you. Imagine their shock when 
they see the name of the card on the side of the banana!

110. MAGICIAN’S CHOICE
Place an orange in a bowl with an apple and a banana. Now ask a spectator to choose a piece 
of fruit. If they choose an orange, proceed as normal with the trick. If they choose an apple 
or banana, put that piece of fruit aside and say, “Okay, we won’t use this piece of fruit”. Then 
ask them to choose another piece of fruit. If they choose the orange, proceed with the trick. 
If they choose the other piece of fruit, put it to the side and say, “now we’ve eliminated two 
pieces of the fruit and all that’s left is the orange” then use the orange to do your trick. This 
technique is called, “Magician’s Choice” and is a way for the magician to get the audience to 
choose exactly what he wants them to.

111. BACKED UP
Before your show, stick your duplicate card to your back with some tape. Have a card se-
lected and returned to the deck. Now pretend to have problems finding it then turn as if to 
leave. When they see the card stuck to your back you’ll get a big laugh!

112. PICTURE YOUR CARD
Get a small picture frame and put your duplicate card into it. Keep the frame in your pocket. 
Have a card picked and returned to the deck and then say, “I want you to picture the card 
you selected in your mind, so that I can read your thoughts!” Bring out the picture frame, but 
lay it face down on the table. Show that their card has  vanished from the deck. Turn over the 
picture frame to reveal their card inside!

113. THE GREAT TABLECLOTH REVEAL
Before your show, put your duplicate card underneath the tablecloth on the table where you 
will be showing your trick. Have the same card selected and returned to the deck. Place the 
deck over top of the spot on the tablecloth where you previously hid the other card. Tap the 
deck and say you are going to make their card penetrate to the bottom of the deck. When you 
turn the deck over, their card will NOT be the bottom card. Say that you think you tapped too 
hard and lift the tablecloth to reveal their card!

114. IT’S IN MY SHOE
One great location for keeping a duplicate card is in your shoe. To have some fun with this, 
put the deck into your pocket, then say, “I’m now going to make one card travel down my 
pant leg and into my shoe!” Make a magic gesture and remove the deck from your pocket 
(leaving the chosen card behind). Ask your helper to remove their card from the deck. Of 
course, they won’t be able to find it. Say, “Well, I did say one card would travel to my shoe!” 
Remove your shoe and reveal the chosen card inside!
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115. CAPPED
Carefully uncap a cola bottle and drink a small amount. Now roll up your force card and 
push it into the bottle. Using the eraser end of a pencil, flatten out the card inside the 
bottle as much as you can so that it looks as though it could not have gotten into the 
bottle. Now recap the bottle. After showing that your force card card has vanished from 
the other deck, you can bring out the cola bottle and ask somebody to uncap it for you. 
Pour the cola into a glass and reveal the selected card inside!

116. BOTTOM’S UP
Prior to your show, on the bottom of a soda bottle or any other object write with a 
marker the words “The Ten Of Hearts.” During performance put an ordinary card under 
the object saying that you will use it later on. Now force the Ten Of Hearts using one of 
the forcing methods you’ve learned and have it returned to the deck. Say, “Wouldn’t it 
be amazing if your card was already under here?” Have them lift up the object only to 
discover it is the wrong card! You then say, “No, I meant actually under the object! Take 
a look underneath!” They will look at the bottom of the object and be amazed to see the 
words the “Ten Of Hearts!”

117. DON’T FORGET IT
This is a fun joke to lighten up the show between your other amazing magic tricks. First, 
have your spectator choose a card and ask them to remember it. You quickly read the 
mark on the back of the card then return it to the deck. Let’s imagine, for example, that 
they’ve chosen the Three Of Clubs: as you shuffle the cards, say, “Now don’t forget your 
card, just keep saying the ‘Three Of Clubs’ over and over again to help you remember 
it.” Of course, you’ve just named the card that they’ve chosen!

THE ART OF CARDISTRY

118. THE ART OF CARDISTRY
Your special marked deck can also be used as an ordinary deck of cards. You can per-
form many tricks and stunts with it, just as you would with any deck! Below are some 
tricks and stunts that you can perform that don’t require you to use the marking system 
at all. In fact, you can do these tricks with any deck of cards so if you don’t have your 
marked deck handy, you can borrow any deck and amaze your spectators!

119. THE WATERFALL
The object of this is to drop the cards from your right hand 
into your left hand so they fall in one continuous stream of 
cards. It will take some practice but is not as difficult as you 
think! You’re going to start with half of a deck of cards. Begin 
by holding the deck by the ends between your fingers and 
thumb and letting them bow backwards slightly toward your 
palm. Now hold your left hand about four inches (10cm) 
below your right hand and release the pressure on the cards 
so they spring out one at a time and land against the palm 
of your left hand, resting on your thumb. As you get better at 
this, you can increase the distance up to a foot (30cm)! 
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120. SPRING DECK
This is similar to The Waterfall except that instead of using light pressure and gently re-
leasing the cards into your left hand, you are going to increase the pressure and “shoot” 
the cards from your right hand to your left hand! Begin by setting up a half of a deck as 
you did in The Waterfall by holding it by the ends and allowing it to bow inward toward 
your palm. Now, squeeze your fingertips together as you allow the cards to slip out of 
them and they will shoot from your right hand to your left! Begin with a short distance 
between your hands (a few inches/cm should do it) and gradually increase the distance 
as you get better at catching the cards.

121. THE ONE-HANDED CUT
Cutting a deck of cards isn’t always an 
impressive feat but with this method- called 
The Charlier Pass- you can do it one-handed! 
Begin by holding a deck above your right 
palm using only your fingertips. Now, release 
about half of the deck with your thumb, by 
moving it upward and pressing it against the 
uppermost portion of the deck but loosening 
your grip on the lower part. This will cause 
half of the deck to fall into your palm. Now, 
use your index finger to push that half of the 
deck upward against your thumb: this will make the deck look like a little “tent”. Next, 
allow the top of the deck to fall into your palm as you push what was the bottom of the 
deck on top of it with your thumb. Square the cards up and you’ve just performed a 
one-handed cut!

122. THE CARD SPREAD
First note: it is best not to try to do this on a smooth surface as the cards will slide and 
not spread evenly. Hold the deck with your thumb on one side and your middle finger 
on the other. Your index finger will be on top of the deck. On a tablecloth or a card mat, 
spread the cards in one fast motion while pushing down on the top of the deck with 
your index finger. Practice this until the cards spread smoothly in a straight line across 
the table. Now, turn over the card on the bottom of the opposite end and press down on 
it: the rest of the cards will also turn over in order and the entire deck will flip face-up!

123. HOW TO THROW A PLAYING CARD
Take any ordinary playing card and grip it loosely between 
your index and middle fingers. Next, curl your fingers and 
hand inward toward yourself. Finally, quickly thrust your arm 
forward and straighten it, allowing the card to fly out from 
between your fingers. Congratulations! You have just thrown 
a playing card! With a little practice, you can throw cards so 
fast that you can actually get them to pierce styrofoam or 
even a piece of fruit!
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124. OUT OF CARDS
For this effect you’ll need to make up a special card. Using a permanent marker pen write on 
one card ‘You have just run out of cards!’ Use a bold colour and a small value card (like the 
two of diamonds) so that the words stand out clearly. Put this card in the 21st position from 
the top of the deck and you are set to do a miracle! Ask your helper to cut off a small pile of 
cards from the deck. So long as they take less than twenty-one the trick will work so stress that 
they don’t take too many cards or the effect will go on forever. Ask them to hold their cards 
behind their back so that you can’t see how many they have taken. You now deal twenty-one 
cards onto your table one at a time into a pile. Don’t count out loud but just be casual as if you 
needed some cards. Pick up your pile and deal one card face up onto the table. The helper then 
brings out one of their cards. Keep alternating with you then the spectator dealing. When the 
spectator runs out of cards your very next card will say ‘You have just run out of cards!’ So long 
as you follow the instructions the trick will work itself though the helper will give you credit for 
having uncanny skill!

125. TELEPATHIC CARDS
The magician shows three cards and asks a spectator to think of one of them. He puts the 
three cards in his pocket. Then he brings out two of the cards and lays them on the table. “‘If 
you have been thinking of your card, it will be the one that is still in my pocket. Tell everyone 
the name of your card.” “The three of clubs,” replies the person who is thinking of the card. The 
magician reaches in his pocket and brings out the three of clubs! In his pocket, the magician 
has previously hidden two additional cards. When he shows the original three cards and puts 
them in his pocket, he notices their order. He then reaches into his pocket and brings out the 
two additional cards and places them on the table. The audience believes that they are two of 
the three cards he just put in his pocket. When the spectator names the card he is thinking of, 
the magician just has to bring out the correct one of the three cards that are in his pocket!

126. THE RISING CARD
Here’s how to make a card rise from the middle of the deck, as if by magic! Start by removing 
three cards from a deck of cards. Now, put a rubber band around the deck, from top to bottom 
(not around the middle- the rubber band should be around the long ends of the deck). Now, 
you are going to divide the deck in half and open both ends of the deck outward so the rubber 
band is stretched between the two halves of the deck. Place one of the three cards you previ-
ously removed against one half of the deck (and the rubber band) then close the other half on 
top of it. Hold this very tightly or the rubber band will just pop the card right out! Now, place 
the two leftover cards on either side of the deck to hide the rubber band. It will look just like a 
regular deck! Now, place a clip at the top of the deck to hold everything together. During your 
show, unclip the deck and hold it tightly. Bring out the deck and show it to the audience. Now, 
wave your hand over the top of the deck and gently release the pressure on the deck. If you do 
it very carefully, the card will slowly rise out of the deck in an eerie manner! 
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127. POPS RIGHT OUT!
Do all of the above but this time, put all four Aces in the center of the deck. Now, instead 
of having the card in the center rise eerily out of the deck, claim you will make all four 
Aces jump out of the deck! Release the pressure all at once and the Aces will fly out of 
the center of the deck!

128. THE CHOSEN RISING CARD
Begin by cutting a long slit up the center of the back of a playing card box. The slit 
should be about the length of the design on the back of the box (not extending into the 
tab) and about ½” wide (if you are too young to use scissors, please have an adult help 
you). If you place your deck into the box with the card design facing the slit, it won’t look 
like there is a slit there! However, keep that side face-down on the table anyway. During 
your show, remove the deck from the box and place the box slit-side down on the table. 
Have a spectator choose a card and return it to the top of the deck. Now, place the deck 
into the box again so that the top of the deck is facing the slit you made. Leaving the top 
of the box open, hold it between your fingers and thumb with your index finger at the 
bottom of the slit. Now, simply slide your index finger up and it will look like the chosen 
card is rising from the deck!

129. THE SECRET PEEK
You can tell your audience you have eyes in your fingers! To 
prove it, you are going to deal the cards off of the top of a deck, 
face-down, instructing your audience to tell you when to stop. 
Once they’ve had you stop on a card, hold the card up, face for-
ward with the back of the card to you. Grip the card by the long 
ends (i.e. the top and the bottom) with your right hand. Now 
with your left hand, press your left index finger into the center of 
the card. This move will bend the card in toward you slightly and 
you will be able to see the bottom-left corner of the front of the 
playing card! Simply say the name of the card and your friends 
will believe you can really see with your fingers!

130. THE KINGS’ DOUBLES
Begin by taking all of the Jacks and Kings out of an ordinary deck of cards. You are going 
to then do this: pile all of the Jacks on top of your right hand then place a King on top 
of them. Next, place the last three Kings on top of the first King but in a fan formation. 
During your show, hold the Jacks and Kings as explained above- it will appear to your 
audience that you are only holding four Kings. Next, square the cards up and place them 
face-down on top of the deck. One by one, take all four of the Jacks (which will be the 
first four cards on top of the deck) and push them at random intervals into the deck. 
Make sure you do this with all the cards facing down! Snap your fingers and turn the top 
four cards over, revealing that 
the Kings have jumped back 
to the top of the deck! You 
can now spread the deck and 
show there are no Kings in 
the deck other than the ones 
you removed from the top!
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131. THE KINGS’ DOUBLES 2
Here’s a much simpler version of the above trick for beginning magicians. Remove 
all four Kings from a matching deck of cards. Now, place all eight Kings (four from the 
matching deck and four from the deck you are using) on top of the deck. During your 
show, remove the first four Kings and fan them to show your audience. One by one, 
push them into the deck. Snap your fingers over the deck and remove the second set of 
four Kings to show that they have jumped back to the top of the deck! Now, take all four 
Kings and put them in your pocket. Make another magical pass over the deck and say 
the Kings have returned to the deck. Spread the deck, face-up, to show the Kings are 
indeed back in the deck!

132. POINTS SYSTEM
If you look through your deck, you will see that certain cards are “pointers”: take for 
example the Seven of Spades- it has seven pips and five of them point in the same 
direction. The aces are pointers as well as the threes, fives, sixes, eights and nines. Take 
all of the “pointers” and arrange them so they point in the same direction then put this 
packet of “pointers” in the center of the deck. During your show, spread the deck so that 
one of these pointers from the middle of the deck will be chosen. While the spectator is 
memorizing their card, square the cards up and flip the deck around. Have them return 
their card to the center of the deck. Spread the cards so that the faces are facing you. 
You can easily tell which card is the chosen card because the “pointers” will be pointing 
in the wrong direction!

133. PENCIL MARKS THE SPOT
Using a pencil, draw a thin line on one end of the deck. During your show, spread the 
cards and have a spectator choose one. While he’s looking at his choice, square up the 
cards and spin the deck around. Have your spectator put his card back into the deck 
anywhere he chooses. Now, to find his card, all you have to do is look for the pencil 
mark on the opposite (blank) side of the deck!

134. WELL-SUITED
Another way to find a chosen card is to take all of the cards of one suit (let’s say The 
Hearts, for example) and put them together in the center of the deck. During your show, 
have a spectator choose a card from the ends of the deck (NOT the center!) and then 
replace it in the center of the deck. A quick spread of the cards will reveal the chosen 
card: it’s the only card that isn’t a heart!

135. THE BENT CORNER
In this trick, the magician fans the pack and holds the cards with the faces toward the 
spectator, inviting him to touch one of the cards. As soon as the spectator does so, 
the magician’s left thumb, which is hidden behind the pack, bends the corner of the 
selected card upwards. After the pack has been shuffled, a glance at the corner of the 
pack reveals the position of the chosen card!

136. THE X-RAY FILES
The magician takes a pack of cards from the case and holds the case behind his back 
while inviting anyone to insert a card, face down, in the case. He closes the flap of the 
case so that the card will be entirely concealed. The magician then holds the card case 
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to his forehead and instantly names the card that is in the case, although no one has seen it! 
Before your show, cut a small hole in the lower right corner of the back of the card case. Hold 
the case back downwards with your thumb always covering the tiny opening. When you raise 
the case to your forehead, simply move your thumb aside and catch a glimpse of the corner of 
the card inside the case!

137. THE COLOUR-CHANGING DECK
Separate the red cards from the black and arrange the two portions very carefully, so that every 
other card is red and every other card black. Push the two sections together but stop before 
the ends are flush. Put the joker on the bottom of the pack. The result is this: When one end of 
the pack is riffled, only red cards will be seen. In transferring the cards from one hand to the 
other, they are turned around and when the other end is riffled, only black cards will appear. 
Finally, use your fingers push the two sections flush together; so when the cards are riffled the 
third time, both colours will be seen. You can even hand the deck out for examination!

138. THE ODDS OF EVEN
A pack of cards is divided into two halves. A spectator selects a card from one half and places 
it in the other half which is shuffled. The magician looks through the half of the pack and imme-
diately discovers the chosen card! In one half of the pack are all the odd cards—ace, three, five, 
seven, nine, jack, and king. The other half contains the even cards. No one will notice this. When 
a card is placed from one section to the other, the magician can immediately discover it when 
he looks through that portion of the pack.

139. EVEN MORE ODD
A spectator deals himself a small packet of cards and the magician also deals himself a small 
packet. “Count your cards,” says the magician. “If your total is odd, my cards will make it even. 
If your total is even, mine will make it odd.” The person counts his cards and the magician adds 
his packet. The spectator’s total is immediately changed from odd to even, or from even to odd 
as the magician predicted! Simply deal yourself an odd number of cards and the trick is sure 
to work. Odd plus odd will produce even while even plus odd will be odd. Thus you are sure to 
change his total!

140. A VERY SILLY JOKE
Sometimes it’s fun to split up your miracles with a joke or two. This one is very silly indeed. 
Have three cards chosen and then shuffled back into the deck. You don’t need to try to control 
them at all! Hold the deck and say, “Do you want
them one at a time or all at once?” If they reply, “All at once,” just throw the entire deck at 
them! If they reply, “One at a time,” start tossing the cards one at a time at them. Either way it’s 
a good laugh!

141. ANOTHER SILLY GAG
Have a card selected and returned to the deck. Now ask your friend to think of the value of 
their card and add three to it. Then ask them to multiply their new number by two, add five, take 
away seven and keep going on for ages randomly getting them to do silly math. The longer this 
goes on the funnier it gets. Finally ask them their total. Think for a second and name any card. 
Of course you’ll be wrong but it’s a funny gag!
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142. SERIOUSLY SILLY
Actually when doing the above gag you will be right every now and then by chance 
making it a silly gag with a miracle finish. Sneaky magicians here will have already 
worked out that you can be right every single time by forcing a card  on them at the 
start of the effect!

143. THE LADY VANISHES
Before your show, put a small piece of double-stick tape on the top card of your deck. 
During your show, remove all four queens from the deck and have a spectator select a 
queen, then place it on top of the deck. The card will stick to the tape creating a double 
card. Cut the cards, then deal the cards face-up on the table asking the spectator to 
stop you when he sees his card. When you reach the end of the deck, they will find the 
selected queen has vanished!

144. THE LADY RETURNS
If you remove all four queens from an identical deck of cards and place them in your 
shirt pocket (in an order you will remember) then you can produce the vanished queen 
from your pocket after performing The Lady Vanishes! All you have to do is reach into 
your pocket and count through the four cards until you reach the match for the queen 
the spectator has chosen. 

MAGIC WITH EVERYDAY OBJECTS

145. MAGIC WITH EVERYDAY OBJECTS
Just because you’ve used up all of the components in your set doesn’t mean the magic 
is done! In the following sections we’re going to show you how to do great magic in-
cluding mentalism, magic you can do in a restaurant- even magic you can do with your 
own body! It is important for a magician to be able to do magic without needing special 
props- that way you’re always ready to go even if you don’t have anything with you!

146. I BROKE MY THUMB
Props needed: Your thumbs!
This classic piece of hand magic makes it appear like you break off your thumb and put 
it back on unharmed! Hold out your left hand with its palm towards you and the thumb 
on top. Now bend your left thumb in at the joint so that it points to you. Bend your right 
thumb and put it next to your left thumb with your right first finger covering the line 
where the thumbs touch. Practice this so you can set the position without anybody 
seeing what you are doing! From the front it should look just like you have curled your 
right first finger over your left thumb! Now move your right hand to the right and it will 
look as though you have removed your thumb. Move it back it looks as though you have 
replaced it!

147. I BROKE MY FINGER
Props needed: Your fingers!
Why stop at your thumb when you can also appear to break off a finger as well! This one 
will take little more practice to get the illusion just right but the effort is well worth it, as 
it looks so good! Bring your two hands together with the right first finger going under 
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the left hand and the right second, 
third and little fingers going on top. 
Underneath the left hand your right 
thumb pushes against the right first 
finger bending it to the right. Two 
things now happen at once as the 
hands separate with a snappy mo-
tion: first you bend the left first finger inwards and secondly the right second, third and little 
fingers curl in a little to expose the bent right first finger. The illusion is so astonishing that you 
may even get a scream or two when you do this!

148. STRETCHING A FINGER
Props needed: Your fingers!
The start position is the same as if you were going to break off 
your finger (or at least appear to do so!). Instead of pulling your 
hands apart you place them with the left first finger on top of 
the right first finger with the left first fingertip hidden under the 
curled over right first finger. As you work into position grunt as 
little as you claim to be stretching your finger. When you are in 
position you can show that your left first finger looks impossibly 
long. The angles are quite critical for this to be totally convincing 
so do some practicing before a mirror to get them just right!

149. THE APPEARING HOT DOG
Props needed: Someone else’s fingers!
This optical illusion is always a nice one to throw in among your finger effects. Tell your helper 
that you will conjure up a hot dog in mid-air that only they will be able to see! Get them to 
hold their hands out about a foot in front of their face and about a foot apart. Now have them 
point the first finger of each hand tip to tip towards each other as they slowly bring their fin-
gers together and finally allow both tips to touch. Tell them to relax their eyes and try to look 
at something in the distance as the two 
fingers come towards each other and 
finally touch. If you try this yourself you’ll 
see the optical illusion of a tiny hot dog 
floating between your fingertips!

150. THE LINKING PAPER CLIPS
Props needed: Two paper clips and a dollar bill (or a bill-sized piece of paper).
For this wild effect, you’ll need two paper clips and 
a dollar bill. If you don’t have a dollar you can use 
any currency or a piece of paper. Fold the bill into an 
“S” shape and clip it together, with the open end of 
the dollar clipped to one side of the inside fold and 
the other end of the dollar clipped to one side of 
the other inside fold. Now pull the ends of the paper 
apart—the two paper clips will fly into the air and link 
together all by themselves!
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151. SUPER LINKING!
Props needed: two paper clips, a rubber band and a dollar bill
If you add a rubber band to the set-up as shown in 
the picture, you can create an even more amazing 
miracle. Clip one side of the dollar as you did be-
fore, but before you clip the other side, slip a rubber 
band onto the open end of the dollar and push it 
all the way to the folded end, then use the second 
clip as you did before. If everything is set as shown, 
take a deep breath and pull on the ends of the pa-
per. The two paper clips will link together—and one 
of them will link onto the rubber band as well!

152. THE JUMPING RUBBER BAND 
Props needed: A rubber band.
Keep a few rubber bands in your magic hat pocket 
and you can do even more amazing magic! Put a rubber 
band over your first and second fingers. Make sure that 
your palm is facing you and the back of your hand is 
toward the audience. Curl your fingers down into a fist, but 
as you do, pull the rubber band out towards you and slip 
all of your fingers inside of it, letting the rubber band rest 
against the bottom part of your fingers, near the nail. From 
the front where your helpers are watching, it will appear as 
though the band were around just the first two fingers. Say 
a magic word and straighten your fingers out. The band will 
magically hop onto your third and little fingers!

153. THE TRAPPED JUMPING RUBBER BAND
Props needed: Two rubber bands.
If you twist another rubber band around the tips of 
your fingers as shown, it will appear as though the first 
rubber band cannot escape. But, astonishingly, if you 
perform the moves as you did in the previous effect, 
the effect will still work! 

154. DOUBLE JUMPER
Props needed: Two rubber bands.
Another great follow-up to the previous tricks involves 
two different-coloured rubber bands. Put one over 
your first two fingers and one over your third and little 
fingers. Close your hand into a fist, fingers towards you, 
and put all four fingers into both rubber bands. Now, 
when you straighten out your fingers the rubber bands 
will change places. This will even work with a third 
band twisted around your fingertips, as in the trapped 
rubber band trick!
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155. CREEPY
Props needed: A broken rubber band and a borrowed ring.
Even a broken rubber band can be used 
to create magic! Borrow a ring from an 
audience member and put it on your 
broken rubber band. Now grip the band in 
the center with one hand, keeping the rest 
hidden in your hand. With your other hand, 
stretch out the band so that it is sloping 
upwards. The ring should be at the bot-
tom of the slope, nearer to the hand with 
the hidden portion of rubber band. Now slowly let the band slip between your fingers, 
releasing the portion you concealed. The ring will creep uphill in a very magical way! 
The slower you let the band come out from your hand, the slower and more magical the 
creeping action will be.
 
156. UNPOPPABLE BALLOON!
Props needed: A balloon, transparent tape and push pins (younger magicians should not 

attempt this trick).

Blow up a balloon and place several small pieces of transparent tape over different 
spots on the balloon. When it is time to do the trick, show the balloon and begin pushing 
pins into the taped spots. Because of the tape, the balloon will not pop! Remove all the 
pins then finally pop the balloon by pushing a pin into an untaped spot!

157. THE VANISHING PENCIL!
Props needed: A pencil and a handkerchief.
Hold a pencil or pen in your left hand. Have an audience member drape a handkerchief 
over the pencil but as soon as they do, extend your left index finger and at the same 
time let the pencil slide down your sleeve. Count to three and have your assistant whisk 
the handkerchief away. On three, put your index finger back down and it will appear that 
the pencil has vanished!

158. THE ROLLING STONE
Props needed: A long piece of black thread, a ring and small stone or marble.
Take a long piece of black thread and tie it to a small ring. Place the ring in the center of 
the table so the thread is hanging off the end of the table where you will be sitting. Now 
cover everything with a tablecloth. Say you can mentally control a stone and cause it 
to move across the table. Place a small stone (the rounder the better) on top of the ring 
under the tablecloth. Now pretend to concentrate as you secretly pull the thread under 
the table. It will look like the stone is moving on its own!

159. THE BALANCING EGG
Props needed: An egg and the same thread/ring set-up described above.
Balance the egg on end by setting it on the ring (still hidden beneath the tablecloth). 
When you lift the egg away, pull the thread with your other hand so that the ring will be 
withdrawn.
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160. THE APPEARING BALL
Props needed: a short piece of flesh-coloured thread (or fishing line), a small ball and a 

finger ring.

The magician shows his hand absolutely empty. He reaches in the air, and “catches” a ball 
with his finger tips. Take a piece of thread about three inches long and tie it to the ring. 
Glue or tape the other end to a small rubber or plastic ball. When the ring is worn on your 
ring finger and your hand is held with the fingers pointing upwards, the ball hangs out of 
sight behind your hand. When you swing your hand upwards and turn it slightly forward, 
the ball will appear instantly at your finger tips! 

161. THE FLYING BALL
Props needed: a ping-pong ball and a long piece of black thread (or fishing line) tied into a 

long loop.

A ball is held in one hand and it suddenly glides through the air to the other hand. The se-
cret is a long loop of dark thread which is on your table with your ping-pong ball resting on 
it. As you pick up the ball, put your thumbs through each end of the loop. Lift your hands 
with the thread stretched between them and the ball appears to be floating in the air. With 
practice you can make the ball “float” from hand to hand!

162. THE BALANCING GOLF BALLS
Props needed: Two golf balls and a small piece of soft wax.
Balancing one golf ball on another sounds impossible and it would be if there were not a 
trick to it! A little piece of wax, secretly attached to the upper ball, is all that is necessary. 
The upper ball is pressed onto the lower ball so that the wax sticks the two balls together 
and the upper ball will remain, apparently balanced! Of course, you can secretly pick the 
wax off of the upper ball afterwards so your friends can also try this impossible feat!

163. THE ANTI-GRAVITY CUPS
Props needed: Two paper cups, a staple, a book, a newspaper and your magic wand.
Take a staple and tape it, points up, to a book (be careful not to poke yourself!). Cover the 
book with a small piece of newspaper so the staple can’t be seen. When it’s time to do the 
trick, take two paper cups and press them down over the ends of the staple so the points 
break through the newspaper. You want to be sure you have a separate cup over each 
end of the staple! Then take your magic wand and put it between the cups. Lift all of this 
up and turn the book over, while keeping the wand between the cups. The pressure of the 
wand against the cups and the ends of the staple will keep the cups suspended in mid-air!

164. ANOTHER ANTI-GRAVITY CUP
Props needed: A paper cup and a loop of transparent tape (or a piece of double-sided tape).

Begin by making a loop of tape (sticky side out!) and placing the loop around your thumb 
as though it were a ring. During your show, pick the cup up with your hand and gently but 
firmly press your thumb against the cup. Now, let go of the cup with your hand and it will 
appear to float in mid-air since the back of the cup is stuck to your thumb! You can also 
use a small piece of double-sided tape and simply stick it directly to the ball of your thumb!
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165. AND ONE LAST ANTI-GRAVITY CUP
Props needed: A styrofoam coffee cup.
During your show, show an empty styrofoam coffee cup. Tell your audience you are 
going to make it float! Pick the cup up with your hand and gently press your thumb 
through the styrofoam and into the cup a short way (don’t do this too fast- you don’t 
want them to hear the cup breaking. Also, don’t push your thumb in too far: just the tip 
of it will do) then let go of the cup: it will remain suspended in mid-air! Close your hand 
around the cup again and pull your thumb out of the hole, then cover the hole with your 
thumb to hide it!

166. THE ANTI-GRAVITY BOTTLE
Props needed: A small, plastic cola bottle, at least halfway full of cola.
This one is sneaky because the bottle can be fully examined at the end! Borrow a bottle 
of cola from a spectator. Announce you are going to make the bottle float in mid-air! 
Loosen the cap a bit to allow some air to escape. Then, grip the bottle in your hand. 
Press your thumb into the bottle just underneath the label and when an indentation 
form, slip your thumb up underneath the label. Now, let go of the bottle and it will 
remain suspended from behind by your thumb! From the front, it will appear the bottle 
is floating! Next, close your hand around the bottle, pull your thumb out from under the 
label and while you’re tightening the cap again, give the bottle a little squeeze to pop 
the indentation that your thumb made back out. Hand the bottle back and they’ll never 
know how you did it!

167. THE ROVING RATTLE
Props needed: Four empty matchboxes, some coins or buttons and a rubber band.

Before your show, put some buttons or coins into one of the matchboxes so it rattles. 
Using a rubber band, attach this box to your arm and pull your sleeve down over the 
box. During your show, bring out three empty matchboxes. If you shake the first two 
boxes with your left hand, they will sound empty but if you shake the third box with your 
right hand it will sound like it’s rattling! Now scramble the matchboxes and ask your 
audience to guess where the ratlle is. Whatever box they choose, shake it with your left 
hand to show it is “empty”. Pick up one of the other boxes with your right hand and 
shake it saying, “nope! The rattle is here!” You can do this over and over!

168. CUT AND RESTORED NEWSPAPER
Props needed: Newspaper, scissors and rubber cement.
Begin by cutting out a thin strip of newspaper: it should only be about an inch wide but 
about seven inches long. Next, apply a thin layer of rubber cement to one side of the 
strip and allow it to dry. During your show, bring out the newspaper strip and fold it in 
half so the side with the rubber cement is facing the inside. Now, cut the folded part 
of the newspaper off of the top with a pair of scissors (or safety scissors if you are too 
young to use regular scissors). Now, carefully unfold the newspaper: the rubber cement 
will stick to itself at the point of the cut and it will appear that the newspaper strip has 
been restored!
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169. EGG TO CONFETTI
Props needed: A hollow egg (instructions below), confetti or small pieces of cut-up 

paper.

Begin by having an adult help you crack a hole into one side of an egg (not the top or 
the bottom) and drain all of the egg out of it. You will now have a shell with a hole in one 
side (please do not waste the egg- use it for breakfast!). Let the shell dry out completely. 
Once dry, fill the egg up with confetti (you can buy confetti at a party supply store or 
cut some up yourself from different-coloured pieces of paper). Finally, glue a piece of 
paper over the hole in the egg. During your show, bring the egg out and show it to your 
audience, making sure the side with the hole is facing you. To your audience it will look 
like an ordinary egg! Now, quickly squeeze the egg in your hand and immediately throw 
it up in the air- confetti will rain down! The pieces of shell will blend in with the confetti 
so it will appear the egg has vanished! *NOTE- Never do this trick over a carpet. Only do 
it over a flat surface that will be easy to sweep. Always ask permission if doing this trick 
at someone else’s house. Never throw the confetti at your audience- always throw it 
straight up in the air!

170. THE SPINNING EGG
Props needed: Three uncooked and one hard-boiled egg.
Two or three eggs are laid on the table and people are asked to spin them. They will 
find that the task is next to impossible: the eggs start to spin but topple and fall on their 
sides. When the magician spins an egg, it whirls like a top. One the eggs is hard-boiled. It 
is kept out of sight until different people are busy spinning eggs, then the magician picks 
up one of the eggs and takes an opportunity to replace it with the hard-boiled egg. The 
hard-boiled egg may be spun with ease!

171. IT’S A KNOCKOUT
Props needed: Ten red checkers and one black checker.
Ten checkers are stacked up and all are red except the fourth from the bottom, which 
is black.The magician stands another checker on end and by pressing down with his 
finger, snaps it so that it shoots against the stack of checkers.
Instead of the stack falling over, the one black checker flies from the stack, while the 
other checkers do not fall!
Because the black checker is just high enough to receive the blow from the edge of the 
red checker, it is knocked from the stack without upsetting the other checkers!

172. THE MOVING CHECKER
Props needed: Seven checkers, black paper, scissors, tape and a piece of paper.

A stack of about seven checkers is set up with a black checker in the middle of the 
red ones. The stack is covered with a paper tube and when the tube is lifted, the black 
checker has moved to the bottom of the stack!
Before your show, cut a thin piece of black paper that will fit loosely around a checker 
then tape it into a loop. ALL of the checkers in the stack are red ones, but the center one 
has the ring around it and appears to be black. The stack should be slightly uneven. The 
paper tube is used to straighten the stack and when the stack is straightened, the black 
ring will naturally drop to the bottom checker.
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173. THE MOVING STACKS
Props needed: Black and red checkers, black and red paint and two pieces of paper.

Two slacks of checkers are used in this trick—one stack is red and the other is black. 
Each stack is wrapped in a cylinder of paper with the top twisted over to hide the 
checkers from above. The red stack is placed several feet away from the black stack 
and the magician commands them to change places. When he lifts the paper cylinders, 
the checkers have obeyed the order, the black being where the red were supposed to 
be, and vice versa! Two special checkers are required for this trick: one is red with the 
bottom painted black and the other is black with the bottom painted red. The prepared 
checkers are the bottom ones of the stacks. After each stack is covered with a paper 
cylinder, the magician closes the tops of the cylinders and tilts the cylinders to allow the 
audience a glimpse of the
bottom of the lowermost checker.Thus, the black stack is identified as red and the red 
stack is identified as black.

174. THE MAGNETIC DICE
Props needed: Two dice.
A pair of dice are placed on the table, and one die is placed on top of the other. When 
the upper die is lifted, the lower one clings to it as though magnetized. Place the first 
die on the table with the “one” side facing upward. Next, lick the tip of your finger and 
apply it to the “one” side of the upper die. When both of the “one” sides of the dice are 
pressed together, they will stick and they can be lifted together as thought they are 
magnetized.

175. THE DOMI-KNOWS
Props needed: A set of dominoes.
Place a set of dominoes on the table and invite two or three people to line up the 
dominoes, as though playing a game. Before they begin, you write something on a piece 
of paper and lay it on the table in full view. When the game is over, there will be two 
ends to the row of dominoes. Let’s suppose the number on one end is five and on the 
other end it’s three. When the piece of paper is unfolded, it will show the numbers five 
and three! You have foretold what the end numbers will be! Before your show, secretly 
remove one of the dominoes (not a double). The numbers on the domino (in this case 3 
and 5) will tell you what the end numbers will be!

MENTAL MAGIC

176. MENTAL MAGIC
The art of mind-reading can be yours with no psychic abilities at all! Follow these 
instructions and it will seem like you know the thoughts of others! A few of these tricks 
require a secret accomplice so be sure to choose someone you trust to not give your 
secrets away!

177. I CAN READ YOUR MIND
Props needed: A secret accomplice!
The next couple of effects will require a secret accomplice. Make sure that it is some-
body you trust will never reveal the secret of your magic effects! For the first demon-
stration of mind-reading, pick a person at random to be your helper. You are actually 
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going to pick your accomplice! Tell the audience that you are going to leave the room 
and that this helper must select one object in the room and when you come back you 
will try and guess which one it is. When you come back in, you will ask your helper to 
point to different objects to help you focus your powers. Your helper has been told in 
advance to make the fourth object the chosen one. Don’t stop them as soon as you 
know the object, let them carry on pointing at a few more before you say, “I’ve got it!” 
and announce the correct object.

178. THE BAFFLING REPEAT
Props needed: A secret accomplice!
If you repeat the above trick too many times, people could start to catch on. So, to keep 
the smart ones from getting it, you and your secret helper should do some planning in 
advance. The first time you do the trick, your helper could point to the fourth object. The 
next time they could point to the third and then finally the sixth. Doing the effect four 
times is enough for any audience. Your secret numbering code will have them totally 
puzzled as to how you are always able to guess the correct object!

179. BACK IN BLACK
Props needed: A secret accomplice!
Another way to do I Can Read Your Mind is to have your secret assistant point to some-
thing black right before he points to the chosen object. Whenever you see your assistant 
point to something in the room that’s black, you will know the next object is the chosen 
object!

180. SILENT TRANSMISSION: ONE TO TWENTY
Props needed: A secret accomplice!
You will need a secret accomplice for this trick. Start by announcing that you are going 
to leave the room, and while you are away everybody is to choose a number. When they 
have all agreed upon a number, they are to concentrate on it and call you back in. Ask 
them to make the number between one and twenty so it is not too big. When you enter 
the room, point to your secret assistant and say, “You look as though you may be good 
at transmitting thoughts, so I’ll use 
you for the effect!” Put your hands 
on either side of your assistant’s 
head as you say, “I will now link 
our two minds together!” As you 
pretend to concentrate, your secret 
helper tightens and loosens his jaw 
the same number of times as the 
chosen number! Your hands will 
cover any signs of the motion, and 
you’ll be able to amaze everyone 
by correctly guessing the secretly 
chosen number!
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181. SILENT TRANSMISSION: ONE TO A HUNDRED
Props needed: A secret accomplice!
With a small addition to the previous trick, you can give the audience their choice of any
number from one to a hundred. Since you don’t want to be counting eighty-five jaw 
motions,you will have to cheat a little. First, your secret helper tightens and loosens 
their jaw for the first figure of the number. If the number were eighty-five, they would 
tighten their jaw eight times, then they should pause for a moment, then tighten and 
loosen five times. Using this technique, you can even fool people who know the original 
one to twenty version, as they won’t be able to understand how you were able to jump 
to the large numbers so quickly!

182. PREDICTED COLOURS
Props needed: Paper and a pen or pencil.
Before your show, take four pieces of paper and write the name of a different colour on 
each one: yellow, blue, green and red. Fold up the pieces of paper and put them in your 
pocket in that order. During your show, bring out a pad of paper and pencil and tell the 
audience you are going to write a list of colours. Then say out loud green, blue, red and 
yellow as you write them down. Then ask a helper to think of any one of the colours. 
When they tell you their colour, you can instantly produce the correct slip of paper to 
prove that you knew in advance just the one they would think of!

183. THE MIND-READING ENVELOPE
Props needed: Two envelopes, paper or card stock and a pen or pencil.
Here’s another way to do the above effect. For this trick you will need to make a special 
envelope. Before your show, get two envelopes and carefully and neatly glue them face 
to face, so that they are perfectly aligned and the two flaps are facing out on both of 
them. Then take a thick piece of heavy paper or card stock and in pencil on one side of 
it write “You will choose red.” On the other side write “You will choose yellow.” Put this 
in one of the envelopes. On the other piece of paper write “You will choose green” and 
on the other side write “You will choose blue,” and then place it in the other envelope. 
Put this special envelope in your pocket. During the show, ask a helper, just as you did 
before to name one of the four colours, when they do, all you need to do is take out 
the envelope and open the correct side and take the card out from the correct side, not 
letting them see that there are two envelopes glued together or that there is a colour on 
each side of the card. 

184. THE APPEARING CARD IN ENVELOPE
Props needed: Two envelopes and a playing card.
Once again make a special envelope as you did for the previous trick. This time prior to 
your show place the Ace Of Spades from a deck of cards into it and place the enve-
lope into your pocket.When you are ready to perform, tell your audience that you are 
going to magically and invisibly place an Ace inside of the envelope. Now, show them 
the empty envelope. Then pretend to put an invisible ace in it. As you put the envelope 
down on the table you will have to turn it over, without anyone seeing you do it! Then 
make a magic pass over the envelope and say, “I think something is in the envelope 
now.” Then open the envelope and take out the playing card!
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185. THE THREE DICE PREDICTION
Props needed: Three dice, a piece of paper and a pen or pencil.
Before your show, write the number “21” on a piece of paper and put it into your pocket. 
During your show, hand three dice (you can use the dice from any board 
games you have) to a spectator and ask them to roll the dice a few times to prove that
they are ordinary dice. Now ask the spectator to roll the dice one more time and add up
all of the numbers on the top of the dice. Now ask them to add up all the numbers on
the bottoms of the dice. This number will ALWAYS be 21! Once they announce their
final number, pull out your prediction to show you were correct!

186. THE PSYCHIC CELL PHONE
Props needed: A phone and a friend with a phone.
Before your show have a friend who has access to a cell phone help you out with the 
Three Dice Prediction. Tell your friend that he or she will be getting a phone call asking 
for The Great Rambini and they are to say to the person they will be speaking on the 
phone with “the total of the dice is 21!” Instead of revealing the number 21, have them 
call The Great Rambini for an amazing revelation! This is an incredible effect that can 
be done anytime, because once you have let your friend in on the trick then anytime 
someone calls them asking for The Great Rambini they will know what to do!

187. I PREDICT
Props needed: A deck with a force card on top, a coffee mug and three small pieces of 

paper.

For this great mentalism effect you will need a deck with a force card on top, a coffee 
mug and three small pieces of paper. Begin by telling your spectators that you will 
predict three things chosen at random. To start, have a spectator cut the deck. You 
will perform the Cross-Cut Force at this point but leave the deck criss-crossed on the 
table- do not reveal the chosen card yet! Now, say you are going to write your first 
prediction down: an object in the room. What you are really doing is writing down your 
force card! Fold this paper up and drop it into the coffee mug. Now ask the spectators 
to name something in the room. Let’s say they choose, “chair”. Pick up another piece of 
paper and say that you are going to write down a random number. Of course, you write, 
“chair” on the paper, fold it up and place it in the mug. Finally, say you are going to write 
the name of the card the spectators have chosen earlier: since the card hasn’t been 
revealed yet, no one knows what it is! On the last slip of paper, write down the number 
that the audience has just given you, fold it up and place it in the mug. Now, pick up the 
top of the deck and show the force card to your audience. Now dump all of the papers 
out of the mug. Unfold them and your audience will be astonished to see that all three 
papers correctly predicted the chosen objects!

188. A MAGICAL MESSAGE
Props needed: A paper bag, a pen and around ten pieces of paper.
On a piece of paper write, “The chosen object will be a chair!” and put it in your pocket. 
Also for this effect you will need a paper bag, a pen and around ten pieces of paper. Ask 
your helpers to call out things they could see in a house and you pretend to write these 
objects down on the pieces of paper. Actually you simply write ‘Chair’ on every one of 
them but don’t let your helpers see you doing this! Crumple up each piece of paper 
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after you have written on it and drop it into the bag. Shake up all the pieces in the bag 
and ask a helper to reach in and pick one out. They open it up and, of course read out the 
word chair. Now take your prediction out of your pocket. Not only has a magical message 
appeared but it’s correctly predicted the chosen object!

189. YOUR NUMBER’S UP
Props needed: A pad and pen or pencil.
On a piece of paper write, ‘The number will be 1089!’ and 
seal this into an envelope (if you’d like, you can write, ‘Magic 
Prediction’ on it). During your show bring out a pad and a pen. 
Say to one of your helpers, “I want you to think of a three digit 
number but all the numbers must be different and the first 
number must be higher than the last one!” Write their number 
down at the top of your pad. Underneath it write his number 
backwards (so if his number is 754 you would write 457 for 
example). Now subtract the smaller number from the larger 
one. If you aren’t so good at math you might want to use a calculator here! Using our 
example numbers from above the answer would be 297. Write this number down. Now 
under our new number write this one backwards to give us 792. Finally, add the last two 
numbers (297 and 792) and you’ll get 1089. Whatever three digit number they start with, 
provided they follow your simple rules, the answer will always be 1089 meaning that your 
mathemagical prediction is always right!
 
190. THE 1089 BOOK TEST
Props needed: A pad, pen or pencil and a book with more than 108 pages.
Choose a book from your book shelf and turn to page 108. Count through the words at 
the top of page 108 until you get to the ninth word and write it on a piece of paper. Now, 
seal this piece of paper in an envelope. During your show, do the trick Your Number’s Up 
the same way except this time, you’re not going to reveal “1089” as the prediction. In-
stead, bring out the same book you used at the beginning of this trick and tell the person 
to turn to page 108 in the book and read the ninth word from the top. When they do, bring 
out your sealed envelope and have them open it, revealing that you knew what their 
chosen word would be all along!

191. THE PSYCHIC CRAYONS
Props needed: A box of crayons or coloured pencils or coloured markers.
Show an ordinary box of crayons (coloured pencils and markers also work) and tell your 
audience you can guess any colour that is handed to you behind your back. Put both 
of your hands behind your back and have an audience member hand you any colour. 
Quickly colour a little bit of the crayon onto your thumbnail then bring that hand around 
and quickly glance at your thumbnail to see the colour of the crayon!

192. MAGIC CLOCK
Props needed: A non-digital clock or watch and a pencil (or your magic wand).
You can discover a number that has just been thought of by a helper. To do this, you will 
need a clock or watch. Ask your helper to think of any number from one to twelve. Tell 
the spectator you are now going to tap a pencil against the numbers on the clock. As you 
do this, they are to start with the number they are thinking of and add one to it each time 
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you make a tap. So if they were thinking of the number nine, they 
would count ten, eleven, twelve and so on each tap of your 
pencil. When they reach twenty they should call out ‘Stop!’ For 
the first seven taps, you may tap on any numbers of the clock 
face. On your eighth tap, you must tap your wand on the number 
twelve of the clock face. Then continue tapping numbers in 
backwards order around the dial (eleven, ten, nine, eight and so 
on). When they call out stop, you may both be astonished to find 
that the pencil is right on their number!

193. I CAN GUESS YOUR AGE
Props needed: A helper from the audience!
This is a great trick to do at a birthday party if you don’t know how old the person having the 
party is! First, ask them to multiply the first number in their age by 2 (so if they’re 23, they 
would multiply 2 X 2. If they’re only 7, they would multiply 7 X 2). Next, have them add 3 to 
the first total and have them multiply the new number by 2 again. Now, have them add the 
second number of their age (if they are less than ten years old, they will skip this step) to this 
number and tell you what the final total is. Simply subtract 6 from their total and that is their 
age! If they are less than 10 years old, remove the second digit from their total and the first 
digit will be their age!

194. THE HYPNOTIZED ARM
Props needed: A helper from the audience!

Ask your helper to stand with side against a wall or door and say that you are going to 
hypnotize their arm! Ask them to push as hard as they can with their arm against the wall for 
about forty-five seconds. As you do this you can say, “I just want to make sure that you don’t 
have the strength to be able to push over a wall. Arms that strong are tough to hypnotize!” 
When the time is up tell them that their arm has been hypnotized into rising upwards and ask 
them to stand away from the wall. They just won’t be able to stop their arm creepily rising 
upwards!

195. THE HYPNOTIZED LEG
Props needed: A helper from the audience!
Tell your audience that you will need a volunteer. Tell them that you will put a hypnotic spell 
over someone and be in full control of their leg! Now tell them that using only the power 
of your mind, you will cause their leg to do whatever their hand is doing! First, have them 
lift their left leg and make clockwise circles with it. Instruct them to now make counter-
clockwise circles with their left arm. Point out that their leg is now making counter-clockwise 
circles! Now, tell them to start making clockwise circles with their leg again, while holding 
their left arm still. Once their leg is going, tell them to draw a stick-figure in the air with their 
left hand- again, their leg will begin to draw the stick-figure too! This trick is actually science: 
it is very hard for a person to control their leg movements while doing something with their 
arms so their brain will automatically copy their arm motions to their legs!

196. SECRETS REVEALED
Props needed: A regular sheet of printer paper torn in four pieces and four pens or pencils.

Before your show, get a regular-sized, 8-1/2 X 11” piece of paper and fold it into quarters. 
Then, tear the paper into four pieces, along the fold lines. You will now have four pieces of 
paper that have two regular edges and two torn edges. Save the other three pieces because 

after you have written on it and drop it into the bag. Shake up all the pieces in the bag 
and ask a helper to reach in and pick one out. They open it up and, of course read out the 
word chair. Now take your prediction out of your pocket. Not only has a magical message 
appeared but it’s correctly predicted the chosen object!

189. YOUR NUMBER’S UP
Props needed: A pad and pen or pencil.
On a piece of paper write, ‘The number will be 1089!’ and 
seal this into an envelope (if you’d like, you can write, ‘Magic 
Prediction’ on it). During your show bring out a pad and a pen. 
Say to one of your helpers, “I want you to think of a three digit 
number but all the numbers must be different and the first 
number must be higher than the last one!” Write their number 
down at the top of your pad. Underneath it write his number 
backwards (so if his number is 754 you would write 457 for 
example). Now subtract the smaller number from the larger 
one. If you aren’t so good at math you might want to use a calculator here! Using our 
example numbers from above the answer would be 297. Write this number down. Now 
under our new number write this one backwards to give us 792. Finally, add the last two 
numbers (297 and 792) and you’ll get 1089. Whatever three digit number they start with, 
provided they follow your simple rules, the answer will always be 1089 meaning that your 
mathemagical prediction is always right!
 
190. THE 1089 BOOK TEST
Props needed: A pad, pen or pencil and a book with more than 108 pages.
Choose a book from your book shelf and turn to page 108. Count through the words at 
the top of page 108 until you get to the ninth word and write it on a piece of paper. Now, 
seal this piece of paper in an envelope. During your show, do the trick Your Number’s Up 
the same way except this time, you’re not going to reveal “1089” as the prediction. In-
stead, bring out the same book you used at the beginning of this trick and tell the person 
to turn to page 108 in the book and read the ninth word from the top. When they do, bring 
out your sealed envelope and have them open it, revealing that you knew what their 
chosen word would be all along!

191. THE PSYCHIC CRAYONS
Props needed: A box of crayons or coloured pencils or coloured markers.
Show an ordinary box of crayons (coloured pencils and markers also work) and tell your 
audience you can guess any colour that is handed to you behind your back. Put both 
of your hands behind your back and have an audience member hand you any colour. 
Quickly colour a little bit of the crayon onto your thumbnail then bring that hand around 
and quickly glance at your thumbnail to see the colour of the crayon!

192. MAGIC CLOCK
Props needed: A non-digital clock or watch and a pencil (or your magic wand).
You can discover a number that has just been thought of by a helper. To do this, you will 
need a clock or watch. Ask your helper to think of any number from one to twelve. Tell 
the spectator you are now going to tap a pencil against the numbers on the clock. As you 
do this, they are to start with the number they are thinking of and add one to it each time 
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you will only need one for this trick. During your show, choose four spectators and tell 
them that you are going to guess their secrets! Bring out your specially prepared paper. 
You are now going to tear it into four pieces and give all four pieces to your spectators 
to write a secret on. Have them give you back all four pieces face-down. Shuffle them 
up behind your back too, if you’d like. Now, read each secret and immediately tell who’s 
it was! How? Each piece of paper will be unique: the piece on the bottom left will have 
two straight edges and two torn edges. The piece on the bottom right will have 3 torn 
sides and one short straight side. The piece on the top left will have 3 torn sides and one 
long straight side. The piece on the top right will have four torn sides. Just remember 
who you give each piece to and you will immediately know who wrote which secret!

197. SQUARING THE CIRCLE
Props needed: a large piece of posterboard, some markers, a blank piece of card stock 

and an envelope.

Make a large card with the three shapes (a square, a circle and a triangle) drawn on it. 
On the back write, “You will choose the triangle”. Write “You will choose the square” on 
one side of the blank card stock and “you will choose the circle” on the other side then 
seal it in an envelope. To perform the effect, simply reveal the appropriate prediction 
either by removing the card from the envelope with the correct side facing up or by ask-
ing your assistant to come on stage and turn the card around to reveal the prediction.

198. THE LIVING AND THE DEAD
Props needed: a piece of paper, a pen, a blindfold and a bag or hat.
Fold a square piece of paper into nine squares, and have someone write the names 
of eight living celebrities in the outside squares and the name of a celebrity who has 
passed in the center square. Tear the paper along the creases into nine pieces and drop 
them all into a hat or bag. Now have someone blindfold you. As you reach into the hat 
or bag, pick up each piece of paper and feel the edges with your fingers.  If you can feel 
a straight edge on the paper, then the celebrity on the paper is living. When you pick up 
the piece that has only ragged edges on all four sides, that is the performer who has 
passed! You can even say the spirit of the celebrity has directed you to their name!

199. YET MORE MIND READING
Props needed: Ten playing cards, a pencil or your magic wand and a secret helper.

Ten playing cards are laid out on your table and, 
while you are out of the room, one of the cards is 
thought of by your helpers. You return and get one 
member of your audience to tap the cards one at 
a time with a pencil. You can immediately tell them 
the chosen card every time! How? The ten playing 
cards are laid out in the same way that the pips 
(the design on the face of the card) are on a ten 
spot card (two columns of four with a mini column 
of two between them). One of the cards, it doesn’t 
matter which has to be a ten spot card. The other 
secret is that the helper who taps the cards is 
your over-worked secret pal! Although it looks as 
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though they tap the cards the same every time there is one very subtle difference. When 
they tap the ten spot they tap the pip on the card that is in the same position as the cho-
sen card! As soon as they tap that ten spot you know the chosen card! Don’t shout out 
the card; let them finish tapping all ten cards before getting it right. You can repeat this 
over and over and, because the method is so sly, it gets more and more baffling!

200. WHAT’S ON THE PAPER?
Props needed: A piece of paper and a pen or pencil.
The magician tells a person to write anything he chooses on a piece of paper then to 
fold the paper and put it on the floor. To prevent the magician from seeing anything, the 
person is told to put his foot on the folded paper. The magician announces that although 
he cannot see the writing, he can tell exactly what is on the paper. Closing his eyes and 
summoning up all of his mental ability he suddenly announces, “your foot”. The spectator 
can’t argue with that!

RESTAURANT MAGIC

201. RESTAURANT MAGIC
A great place to fool people is when they’re out to eat. No one suspects that that straw 
or sugar packet on the table might contain a world of magic just waiting to be unleashed! 
A few of these tricks will need to be set-up at home but if you know you’re going out to 
dinner, just stash a clever effect or two in your pockets and off you go!

202. UNBROKEN
Props needed: Two toothpicks and a cloth napkin or handkerchief.
For this illusion, you will need a handkerchief or cloth napkin and two toothpicks. Before 
your show, push one of the toothpicks into the left hand corner hem of the handkerchief. 
No one is to know about this secret hidden toothpick! During you show, unfold the 
handkerchief onto a table and display the other toothpick as you place it in the center of 
the handkerchief. Fold the handkerchief around the loose toothpick, so that the hidden 
toothpick is about center of the handkerchief. Take hold of the hidden toothpick through 
the material and place that part of the handkerchief into your helper’s hand. Note: Make 
sure that you have folded the handkerchief in such a way so the other toothpick won’t fall 
out! Request that a helper break the 
toothpick through the cloth. Ask 
them, “Did you feel it break, did you 
hear it break?” When they confirm 
that they did, open the handkerchief 
onto the table to show the unbroken 
toothpick inside!

203. BROKEN AND RESTORED TOOTHPICK
Props needed: Two toothpicks.
Start off by secretly preparing your gimmick. This is done by simply breaking a toothpick 
in half. During your show, hand out a whole toothpick for examination. After the toothpick 
is given back, hold it with the fingertips of your left hand. Bring your right hand (with the 
half piece hidden in between your fingers) towards your left hand. Covering the toothpick 
in your left hand for a brief moment, slide part of the toothpick in your left hand further 
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behind your fingers so that about half of it can still be seen. Act as if you’re breaking the 
toothpick. To display the broken toothpick, show the half protruding toothpick in your 
left hand and the half toothpick in your right hand. To restore the toothpick, mention 
how you need to build up static in the pieces. Display the half piece in your right hand 
then rub it on your left elbow as if you’re building up static. Next, display the half-pro-
truding toothpick in your left hand; rub it on your right elbow (right hand raised towards 
the right side of your neck). As you rub the left-hand piece to your elbow, ditch the half 
piece down your shirt collar. Now, bring both hands together, as if you’re connecting 
the pieces then slide out the toothpick in your left hand so that the whole toothpick can 
now be seen. The toothpick is now fully examinable again.

204. POCKET PICK
Props needed: Two toothpicks.
If you want to prepare for this trick well in advance and want to have your hands avail-
able for other tricks prior to performing the Broken and Restored Toothpick, start the 
trick out with the half piece in your pocket. Openly hand out the whole toothpick for 
examination. While the audience is examining the toothpick, casually reach into your 
pocket to retrieve the half piece. Afterwards, just place the half piece into the same 
holding position as in the first version and continue as before.

205. VANISHING AND APPEARING TOOTHPICK
Props needed: A toothpick and a piece of transparent tape.
Attach the toothpick to your thumbnail with a small piece of tape so that the point is 
facing downward toward the knuckle. To make the toothpick appear, curl your fingers 
forward (almost into a fist) then bend your thumb forward so that your thumbnail and 
toothpick rest in the crotch of your pointer finger. To make the toothpick vanish, simply 
extend your thumb (pointing it upward) and extend all your other fingers of the same 
hand to show your hand empty. Be sure to keep the padding of your thumb (the finger 
print portion) facing your audience as to keep the toothpick out of sight.

206. WATCH WHERE YOU’RE THROWING
Props needed: A toothpick and a piece of transparent tape.
When the toothpick is made to vanish, be sure to not look at your thumb. That would 
give away the method. Instead, imagine as if you’re actually flinging the toothpick 
upwards, for example. If you were to do that, your eyes would follow the toothpick as 
it flew. So practice “following” the toothpick with your eyes to where it should be if you 
actually tossed it, up to the point where it disappears.

207. THE SAD TOOTHPICK
Props needed: A toothpick and a piece of wet tissue or paper napkin.
For this trick, you will pretend to get annoyed with a toothpick 
and it will appear to cry. Before your show, prepare by hiding 
a piece of wet tissue paper between your thumb and first 
two fingers. Don’t let anybody see it, of course! Now grab 
hold of a toothpick between your fingers and thumb, making 
sure that it is resting on the hidden tissue. During your show, 
pretend to get annoyed at the toothpick, squeeze it against 
the tissue paper, forcing drops of water to run off of it. Say, 
“Aw! The poor little thing is crying!” Put the toothpick on the 
table and casually ditch the tissue into your pocket as you finish.
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208. THE MAGNETIC TOOTHPICK
Props needed: Two flat toothpicks.
Place a flat (not rounded) toothpick on a table and balance another toothpick across the 
center so neither end of the top toothpick is touching the table. Tell your audience that 
the toothpick is magnetic and is only attracted to your finger. Hold your finger slightly off 
to the right of the toothpick. Then secretly and quietly blow the left side of the toothpick 
so it moves toward your finger. It will appear that the toothpick is drawn to your finger!

209. THE SNEAKY COUNT
Props needed: Ten toothpicks and a pencil.
Get ten toothpicks and on one of them make a tiny secret mark on both sides so that 
you can tell this one apart from the others. Make the mark as small as possible with a 
pencil so that you are the only one who knows that it is there. During your show, bring 
out the ten toothpicks and put them out in a line side by side. Make sure that your 
secretly marked toothpick is the first one on the left hand end of the row. That means 
the secret marked toothpick is on your left, but your audience’s right. Say that you will 
turn your back and that one of them is to move a number of toothpicks between one 
and ten, one at a time, from the 
right to the left end of the row. 
This means the first toothpick 
they will move is the secret 
toothpick. When they have 
finished you turn back and say, “ 
I’m going to tell you just how 
many toothpicks you moved!” As 
you say this, look for your secretly 
marked toothpick and counting it 
as ‘one’ count how many there 
are to the right end (your right) of 
the row and then tell them that’s 
how many were moved!

210. SIX + FIVE = NINE
Props needed: Eleven toothpicks.
Take eleven matches and place six in a row about 
two inches apart. Then ask the audience to add 
five matches to the six and make nine. Of course, 
no one will be able to do it. The secret is in spelling 
the word N-I-N-E, as shown in the illustration, by 
forming the letters with the matches.

211. TRY-ANGLE
Props needed: Eighteen toothpicks.
Arrange the eighteen toothpicks into a 
pyramid design as shown. Now, ask your 
spectator to remove 3 toothpicks to leave 6 
triangles. The triangles must all be equal in 
size. To accomplish this, simply remove one 
toothpick from the center of each side of 
the pyramid, leaving 6 equal triangles!
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212. TRY-ANGLE 2
Props needed: Eighteen toothpicks.
Arrange the eighteen toothpicks into a 
pyramid design as shown. Now, ask your 
spectator to remove 6 toothpicks to leave 
4 triangles. To accomplish this, simply 
remove all six toothpicks from the center 
of the pyramid, leaving 4 triangles! 

213. MATHEMAGICAL
Props needed: Sixteen toothpicks
Arrange the sixteen toothpicks into the following 
mathematical equation: 4 – 7 = 6. Ask your spectator 
to move two toothpicks to make this equation true. 
To accomplish this, simply move the two toothpicks 
that form the upper part of the “4” (leaving a “1”) 
and use one to turn the minus sign into a plus sign 
and the other to turn the “6” into an “8”.

214. MATHEMAGICAL 2
Props needed: Eighteen toothpicks
Arrange the eighteen toothpicks into the following 
mathematical equation: 8 – 5 = 7. Ask your spectator 
to remove two toothpicks to make this equation true. 
To accomplish this, simply remove the right-hand 
toothpick from the upper part of the “8” (leaving a “6”) 
and remove the top toothpick from the “7” (leaving a 
“1”). The equation will now read 6 – 5 = 1.

215. A TOOFPICK TWOFER
Props needed: Thirty-one toothpicks
This trick is two tricks in one! Lay all of the toothpicks out into a 3 X 4 square grid. Trick #1: 
ask the spectator to count the number of squares. They will usually say, “twelve” but the 
real answer is sneakier than that! There are 20 squares in total in the layout above: 2 of size 
3X3, 6 of size 2X2 and12 of size 1X1. Next, ask the spectator to remove 4 toothpicks and 
leave only 8 equal-sized squares. Accomplish this by removing the center toothpick on 
both ends and the second toothpick from the left on the top and bottom.
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216. THE APPEARING TRIANGLE
Props needed: Nine toothpicks
Give nine toothpicks to a spectator and ask them to make four 
triangles with the toothpicks. At the most, they will be able to only 
make three triangles. But you know the secret! When you use the 
toothpicks to make three triangles, arrange them in a circle so the 
point of one triangle touches the long side of the triangle next to it. 
A fourth triangle will magically appear in the center!

217. LOTTO
Props needed: Twenty-one toothpicks
Arrange the toothpicks as they are in figure 1. Tell your spectators 
that if they can figure out the relationship between the top row and the bottom row, they 
will win the lotto! After they try, simply move row the bottom row up over the top row and 
show that it spells the word “Lotto”!

218. FOUR-LEAF CLOVER
Props needed: Twenty toothpicks
Arrange the toothpicks into five squares with four on the outside and one in the center 
(vaguely resembling a four-leaf clover). The challenge is to now move three toothpicks and 
leave nine equal squares. You can accomplish this by moving the three toothpicks from 
the bottom right-hand square and using them to fill in the gaps between the top three 
squares, resulting in nine squares (7 1X1 squares and 2 2X2 squares).
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219. THE TWELVE TOOTHPICK CHALLENGE
Props needed: Thirty-two toothpicks
There are 12 toothpicks in the top row, the bottom row, the left column and the right 
column as shown below. The challenge is to TAKE AWAY 4 matchsticks and rearrange 
the remaining toothpicks to still end up with 12 matchsticks in the top- and bottom rows 
as well as the left- and right columns. The solution: TAKE AWAY 4 matchsticks in the 
middle row. Move one matchstick to each corner as shown with the arrows.

220. THREE, FOUR, FIVE
Props needed: Nine Toothpicks
Arrange the nine toothpicks to form three triangles 
whose points all meet. The challenge is to move four of 
the toothpicks to form five triangles. Accomplish this by 
moving the four toothpicks from the triangles on the ends 
and rearranging them in the center.

221. HOPPING TOOTHPICKS
Props needed: Two toothpicks.
This is a very eerie effect that will drive your friends wild 
as they try to figure out just what is going on! Hold one 
tooth pick exactly as shown. It is very important to get the grip just right or the effect will 
not work. Notice especially how the toothpick is resting against the nail of your second 
finger. Now balance a second toothpick on top resting it between the first finger of the 
other hand and the end of the held toothpick. Say, “My magical pulse is so strong that 
sometimes it can become 
visible!” Now slowly rub the held 
toothpick up against the second 
fingernail. Do this very slowly 
and the top toothpick will hop up 
and down in a very strange way.

222. BANANA SHENANIGANS
Props needed: A banana and a toothpick.
Before your show, push the toothpick through the peel of a banana and work it back 
and forth through the banana so it cuts a slice in the banana. Do this all down the side 
of the banana, cutting it into several slices. During your show, bring out the banana 
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and say you love bananas but you prefer to eat them sliced. Make a magical “cutting” 
gesture over the banana and shock your audience by peeling it and having the banana 
fall out in slices!

223. VANISHING SUGAR
Props needed: A sugar packet.
Prior to performing this trick, cut a small slit into a sugar packet (through only one layer 
of the paper wrapper) towards the top of the wrapper and empty all of the sugar out of 
the packet. Once the packet is emptied out, turn it so the slit is towards the top of the 
packet. Now place the packet on the table or in a sugar packet container (being sure to 
keep track of which packet is the empty one), so that the slit is away from the audience. 
When you’re ready to perform, pick up your gimmicked sugar packet and tear it open 
along the slit that you originally made. Make a fist with your left hand and pretend to 
pour the “sugar” into your fist, being sure to not leave any space between the sugar 
packet and your fist or your audience will see that no sugar is actually pouring out! 
Once all the sugar is believed to have been poured into your hand, completely close up 
your fist. Wave your hand (or a magic wand) over your closed fist. After a magical mo-
ment, open your hand to show that the sugar has completely vanished!

224. THE CONVINCER
Props needed: A sugar packet.
As an added convincer, try to keep a very small portion of the sugar in the sugar packet. 
This will make it so that when you perform this trick and are pouring the sugar into your 
fist, there will actually be a bit of sugar on the opening of your fist and anywhere else 
that sugar would actually fall… This will convince the audience that there actually was 
sugar in the packet!
225. SUGAR SHENANIGANS
Props needed: Two sugar packets.
Why not have audience members try this trick with you? Pick up your secretly empty 
sugar packet and have them pick up a normal sugar packet, then invite them to do as 
you do. Perform the trick as instructed above. You’ll have magically vanished the sugar. 
Your audience member won’t and instead, they’ll be left with a sugary mess to have to 
clean up afterwards!

226. THE UNCUTTABLE STRING!
Props needed: A piece of string, a straw and scissors.
For this trick you will need a straw and a piece of string longer than the straw. Start by 
having an adult cut a slit in the center of the straw. During your show, bring out the 
straw and the string and say that the string is uncuttable! To prove this, drop one end of 
the string into the straw and thread it through. Once it’s all the way through, bend the 
straw in half in the center. Make sure the slit is facing DOWN. Now, pull on the ends of 
the string- this forces the string into the slit and away 
from the center of the straw. Have a spectator cut the 
center of the straw with a pair of safety scissors. Now, 
slide the two halves off of the string and show that the 
string is still intact! It’s uncuttable!
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227. TELEKINETIC STRAW
Props: A straw and a drinking glass.
Take a regular drinking straw, remove the wrapper and balance it on the bottom of a 
drinking glass. Now, hold your hands at the ends of the straw but slightly away from them 
so you are not touching the straw. Slowly move your hands and the straw will move with 
them. Telekinetic energy? Not quite! As you remove the straw from the wrapper, pinch 
the straw as you pull the wrapper down and off. This will build up a charge of static elec-
tricity inside the straw which will be repelled by the static electricity in your body!

228. INSTA-FREEZ
Props needed: An opaque mug, a sponge and some ice.
You pour some water into a cup. You say the magic words and when you turn over the 
cup, all that comes out is a chunk of ice! Beforehand, stuff the sponge into the mug. Make 
sure that it rests on the bottom of the cup. If you plan to use this mug over and over for 
this trick, you can even glue it in place with some water-proof glue. Place the ice on top of 
the sponge and you’re ready to go. During your show, pour some water into the mug. Say 
the magic words, turn the cup over and the ice will fall out!

229. SPOON BEND
Props needed: A spoon.
Using both of your hands, grasp the spoon and press the bowl of the spoon, open side 
up, onto a table. Don’t let the top of the handle peek out over your thumbs. As you ap-
pear to press spoon’s handle towards the table, the handle of the spoon slides through 
your hands until it’s at the base of your hands, nearest the table. Of course, this action is 
covered by your other hand that is gripping the spoon. Done correctly, it will appear that 
the spoon is drastically bent! When you’re done, simply pick up the spoon off of the table 
with both hands and then show that the spoon is unbent!

230. THE GLASS THROUGH THE TABLE!
Props needed: A coin, a glass and a paper placemat (newspaper works too).
This is a great trick to do in a restaurant! Tell your friends that you are going to make 
a coin penetrate through the table. Place a coin on the table and put an empty glass 
mouth-down over the coin. Now take your paper placemat (if you’re doing this at home 
just use a sheet of newspaper) and cover the glass with it. Press it down all around the 
glass so you can see the shape of the glass Now pat your hand on the top of the glass 
and lift the glass, with the placemat still around it, up and over your lap. Point out that 
something must have gone wrong because the coin is still there. While your friends 
are looking at the coin, secretly let the glass slip out of the placemat and into your lap. 
Because the placemat is the same shape as the glass, they will not think the glass is no 
longer there! Place the now-empty placemat back over the coin and smash it very hard 
with your hand so the placemat crumples flat against the table. Now reach into your lap 
and pull the glass out saying that you don’t know your own strength! When you first prac-
tice this trick, use a plastic glass until you’re confident enough to use a real one!

231. THE BALANCING GLASS
Props needed: Two playing cards, transparent tape, scissors and a plastic cup.
Take two cards from an ordinary deck (preferably the Jokers so you don’t ruin the rest of 
the deck) and cut one of the cards in half. Now, using some transparent tape, tape the cut 
edge of the half-card to the center of the back of the full card. If you did this correctly, 
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your card will now form a little tripod that 
stands up on its own when the flap is 
swung out but looks like a regular card 
when the flap is flat. During your show, 
bring out your secretly gimmicked card 
and lay it flat on the table with the flap 
side down. No one is to see this flap! Next, 
bring out a drinking glass. Tell your friends 
that using magic, you will balance the glass on the edge of the card! Stand the card up on 
the table, secretly swinging the flap out behind the card, forming the tripod (the flap should 
be facing YOU, not the audience) and rest the glass on top of the card and flap. When you 
take your hands away, it will look like the glass is balancing on top of an ordinary playing 
card! Take the glass back off and quickly fold the flap flat against the card before laying the 
card down again.

232. THE BALANCING CARD
Props needed: The same trick card you made for 
The Balancing Glass
Of course, you can also use this trick card by itself. You can hold out 
your palm and have the card stand on its end in the center of your 
hand or even just have it stand of its own volition on the table!

233. SALTY
Props needed: Salt, pepper and a comb.
Pour a small pile of pepper onto a table napkin then add some salt 
to it. Don’t add too much salt, just a sprinkle is fine. Mix the salt and pepper together then 
ask a friend how long they think it would take them to separate the salt and pepper. Offer 
to teach them how to do it in less than two seconds! To do this take a plastic comb and 
comb it through your hair for a few seconds. Quickly hold it right above the pile and the 
salt will jump up and cling to the comb leaving the pepper behind!

234. SUSPENDED SALT
Props needed: A salt shaker and a toothpick.
Now we’ll use an ordinary toothpick as a hidden magic 
gimmick! Put a salt or peppershaker out on your table. 
Now have a toothpick hidden behind your first finger 
(held in place by your thumb) as you touch the top of 
the saltshaker. Secretly push the toothpick into one 
of the holes on top of the shaker making sure that it 
goes firmly in. If you now lift your finger the shaker will 
magically appear to be sticking to your finger! Using 
your other hand pull the shaker away from the tooth-
pick and put it onto your table. Casually ditch the toothpick in your pocket.

235. COIN TO SUGAR PACKET
Props needed: A sugar packet and a borrowed coin.
Like the set-up to Vanishing Sugar, prior to performing this trick, cut a slit into the sugar 
packet but his time, DON’T pour out all the sugar! Take a coin that fits into the packet and 

227. TELEKINETIC STRAW
Props: A straw and a drinking glass.
Take a regular drinking straw, remove the wrapper and balance it on the bottom of a 
drinking glass. Now, hold your hands at the ends of the straw but slightly away from them 
so you are not touching the straw. Slowly move your hands and the straw will move with 
them. Telekinetic energy? Not quite! As you remove the straw from the wrapper, pinch 
the straw as you pull the wrapper down and off. This will build up a charge of static elec-
tricity inside the straw which will be repelled by the static electricity in your body!

228. INSTA-FREEZ
Props needed: An opaque mug, a sponge and some ice.
You pour some water into a cup. You say the magic words and when you turn over the 
cup, all that comes out is a chunk of ice! Beforehand, stuff the sponge into the mug. Make 
sure that it rests on the bottom of the cup. If you plan to use this mug over and over for 
this trick, you can even glue it in place with some water-proof glue. Place the ice on top of 
the sponge and you’re ready to go. During your show, pour some water into the mug. Say 
the magic words, turn the cup over and the ice will fall out!

229. SPOON BEND
Props needed: A spoon.
Using both of your hands, grasp the spoon and press the bowl of the spoon, open side 
up, onto a table. Don’t let the top of the handle peek out over your thumbs. As you ap-
pear to press spoon’s handle towards the table, the handle of the spoon slides through 
your hands until it’s at the base of your hands, nearest the table. Of course, this action is 
covered by your other hand that is gripping the spoon. Done correctly, it will appear that 
the spoon is drastically bent! When you’re done, simply pick up the spoon off of the table 
with both hands and then show that the spoon is unbent!

230. THE GLASS THROUGH THE TABLE!
Props needed: A coin, a glass and a paper placemat (newspaper works too).
This is a great trick to do in a restaurant! Tell your friends that you are going to make 
a coin penetrate through the table. Place a coin on the table and put an empty glass 
mouth-down over the coin. Now take your paper placemat (if you’re doing this at home 
just use a sheet of newspaper) and cover the glass with it. Press it down all around the 
glass so you can see the shape of the glass Now pat your hand on the top of the glass 
and lift the glass, with the placemat still around it, up and over your lap. Point out that 
something must have gone wrong because the coin is still there. While your friends 
are looking at the coin, secretly let the glass slip out of the placemat and into your lap. 
Because the placemat is the same shape as the glass, they will not think the glass is no 
longer there! Place the now-empty placemat back over the coin and smash it very hard 
with your hand so the placemat crumples flat against the table. Now reach into your lap 
and pull the glass out saying that you don’t know your own strength! When you first prac-
tice this trick, use a plastic glass until you’re confident enough to use a real one!

231. THE BALANCING GLASS
Props needed: Two playing cards, transparent tape, scissors and a plastic cup.
Take two cards from an ordinary deck (preferably the Jokers so you don’t ruin the rest of 
the deck) and cut one of the cards in half. Now, using some transparent tape, tape the cut 
edge of the half-card to the center of the back of the full card. If you did this correctly, 
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insert it into the slit of the packet. Once the coin is in the packet, keep the packet held 
upward. Place it into a sugar packet holder in which all the other sugar packets are kept. 
When you’re ready to perform, ask the audience for a coin (matching the one you point 
into the sugar packet). Have them place the coin on the table. Reach for the coin with 
your right hand and slide it towards you until the coin falls onto your lap. Continue by 
bringing your empty hand up (as if you still have the coin in your hand) then pretend to 
put the coin into your left hand. Wave your right hand over your left hand, then open 
your left hand to show that the coin has vanished. After showing both hands empty, 
reach for your prepared sugar packet with the coin in it and tear it open. Pour out the 
contents to show that the borrowed coin has appeared in the sugar packet!

236. LET THEM OPEN THE PACKET
Props Needed: A sugar packet, a coin and a glue stick.
For this version of the trick, you’ll need to take split a sugar packet at its seams. This just 
takes some practice and some advance working at home. Begin by picking up a sugar 
packet and finding a corner that’s easy to split. If you don’t find one, you can make one 
by teasing a corner of the packet until you find that the packet starts to split. Gently 
open the packet, being sure to not spill any of the sugar, insert the coin and reseal the 
packet with a glue stick. Now, during your performance, you can hand the sugar packet 
to your spectator and they can tear the packet open themselves without it appearing 
that the packet has been gimmicked in any way!

237. SIGNED COIN TO SUGAR PACKET
Props Needed: A sugar packet, a coin, a marker and a glue stick.
Perform the Borrowed Coin to Sugar Packet, but with a signed coin! This would really 
throw your audience off from ever thinking that you could possibly be using a duplicate 
coin somehow! Set up the trick the same way but initial the coin with a marker before 
sealing it into the sugar packet. During your show, write your initials on the back of the 
borrowed coin with a marker before dropping it into your lap. Proceed with the trick as 
above and when they open the packet they will be astonished!
238. BILL IN SUGAR PACKET
Props Needed: A sugar packet, a bill and a glue stick.
You can perform another variation of this trick with a dollar bill in the sugar packet 
instead of a coin. Begin by teasing open a sugar packet like you did in, “Let Them Open 
The Packet”. Next, fold up a dollar bill this way: fold the bill in half width-wise, then in 
half width-wise again. From there, fold it in thirds and in thirds again. This will make it 
tiny enough to fit inside of a sugar packet. Glue the packet shut with a glue stick and put 
it in with the regular sugar packets. During your performance, vanish the dollar bill (a 
double-backed envelope works well for this) or simply put it in your pocket. Now, have 
an audience member open the sugar packet to retrieve the bill!

239. CARD IN SUGAR PACKET
Props Needed: A sugar packet, a card and a glue stick.
For this trick you will need a deck of cards and one duplicate card. Let’s say the 
duplicate card is the Five Of Hearts. Fold a 5H up and insert it into a sugar packet as 
you learned earlier. During your show, force the 5H and then vanish it (again, a double-
backed envelope works well for this). Have a spectator open the sugar packet and 
reveal the chosen card!
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COIN AND MONEY MAGIC

240. COIN AND MONEY MAGIC
Everyone has at least a few cents on them so here are some great tricks to learn using 
money! From coin magic to magic with bills/notes you will make them wonder how all 
that magic got into their money!

241. YEARLY BELOVED
Props needed: Two coins with matching years.
This trick requires a bit of memory. Don’t worry, all you’d have to memorize is four num-
bers. A year, to be exact… Which shouldn’t be difficult at all! More than likely, you’d be 
memorizing “19” and two more numbers, or “20” and two more numbers, as coins you’ll 
see on a daily basis are from the 1900’s or 2000’s. Take a coin (we’ll say a quarter for this 
example) and memorize the year. Once you’ve got that out of the way, you’ll be ready to 
perform! Start by having the coin you memorized the year to hidden in your right hand. 
Ask an audience member for a coin and have them place the coin on the table. With the 
coin hidden in your hand, reach for the coin and slide it towards you until the coin falls 
onto your lap. Continue by bringing your hand up with the memorized coin. Next, close 
your hand around the coin and turn to the audience member and slowly reveal each 
number in the year on the coin. Hand the coin back to them to have them confirm the 
date is correct! 

242. THE SAD COIN
Props needed: A coin and a piece of wet tissue or paper napkin.
Just as you pretended to make a toothpick cry, you can use the same moves to make a 
coin cry. Once again hide the wet tissue paper between your thumb and first two fingers. 
Get a large coin such as a quarter and hold it with the same fingers, making sure the tis-
sue cannot be seen. Say that you are going to squeeze the coin so hard it will start to cry. 
Squeeze the coin against the tissue and after it cries put everything in your pocket!
243. THE CONCEALED COIN
Props needed: a coin and a spectator
Hand a coin to a spectator. Tell them you are going to tell which hand they are hiding the 
coin in. Turn around and tell the spectator to hide a coin in either of their hands. Once 
they’ve done this, tell them to hold the hand with the coin in it against their forehead and 
concentrate on it. Next, tell them to hold both hands out. When you turn around, you can 
immediately tell which hand has the coin! How? The hand that was against their forehead 
will be lighter in colour because they were holding it up, causing some of the blood to 
drain out of it. The other hand, which was down, will be slightly redder. Just choose the 
lighter-coloured hand and that’s the one with the coin!

244. UPSIDE-DOWN BANK NOTE
Props needed: A bill.
1. Take a bank note or, if you don’t have one, 
see if somebody will lend you one.
Promising to give it back is always a help! 
Hold it the right way up so your helper can 
see it.
2. Fold the note in half from left to right, 
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facing you.
3. Next fold it in half from top to bottom towards you.
4. Now fold it once more from left to right.
5. Unfold the lower portion of the packet to the left then unfold the bill just as you folded 
it but in reverse to open it up. You may fool yourself the first time when you see that the 
note is now upside down!

245. THE APPEARING COIN
Props needed: A coin, a glass of water and a plate or saucer.
Place a quarter on the table. Now put a glass full of water on top of the coin. Finally 
place a plate or saucer on top of the glass. You may astonish yourself the first time you 
try this because you won’t be able to see the coin! Having set everything ask a friend 
what is in the glass. They’ll say, “Water,” of course. Now ask them what is under the 
glass. They’ll say, “Nothing!” Snap your fingers and lift up the glass and saucer to show 
your amazing appearing coin!

246. THE FRICTION COIN SPIN
Props needed: A large coin and your fingers!
Tell your audience you can spin a coin with friction! Start by holding a large coin (a quar-
ter or larger) on its edge against the table with your right index finger. Now rub your left 
index finger back and forth across your right index finger. Using your left thumb, quickly 
strike the side of the coin as you rub your left index finger toward your right index fin-
gernail. At the same time, lift your right index finger and the coin will spin off across the 
table as though the “friction” from rubbing your finger caused the coin to spin!

247. CAPPED COIN
Props needed: Three bottle caps, a coin that will fit under the caps, a short piece of fish-

ing line and glue or tape.

Before your show, take a short piece of fishing line and tape or glue it to the underside 
of a small coin or button so the fishing line sticks out about a half-inch from the edge of 
the coin. Since fishing line is almost invisible, you are the only one who will notice it! 
During your show, bring out the coin or button and three bottle caps. Place the coin/
button on the table and turn around. Ask someone from the audience to place one of 
the bottle caps over the coin/button and place the other two on the table as well. Tell 
the audience member to scramble the caps around as much as they like! When you 
turn around, simply look for the short piece of fishing line sticking out from underneath 
the cap and you will always know which bottle cap is hiding the coin!
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248. CHOPPED TO BITS
Props needed: Three envelopes, a pair of scissors and two bill sized pieces of paper. 

For this trick you will need three envelopes, a pair of scissors and two bill sized pieces 
of paper. On the back of one envelope, you are going to make a small, secret mark with 
a pen or pencil. Put it somewhere inconspicuous so no one else will see it but you can 
immediately detect it! During your show, bring out the three envelopes and the two 
pieces of paper. Ask to borrow a bill- if you can borrow a large bill like a twenty or fifty 
the trick will be even funnier! Fold the two pieces of paper and the bill into quarters. 
Place the bill into the marked envelope and seal it, then place the pieces of paper into 
their own separate envelopes and seal them too. Turn around and ask a spectator to 
shuffle the envelopes. Once the envelopes are shuffled, turn back around and pick one 
envelope up. If there is no mark on it, take out the scissors and cut it into small pieces (if 
you are too young to handle scissors, use safety scissors or have an adult cut the enve-
lope up for you). If the envelope DOES have the mark, place it to the side and continue 
on. Pick up the second envelope- if there is no mark, cut it up. If this turns out to be the 
marked envelope, place it to the side. Finally, pick up the third envelope and proceed as 
above: unmarked = cut, marked = place to the side. At the end, you will have one solid 
envelope and two cut-up envelopes. Hand the solid envelope to the spectator to open 
and retreive his bill!

249. SUPER BALANCING COIN
Props needed: A large coin and a new dollar bill.
Begin with a new dollar bill- it needs to be as new 
and crisp as you can possibly get. First, fold the bill 
in half from top to bottom. Next, fold the bill in half 
from side to side. Place the bill on the table so that 
the folded edge is facing up and the bill is in a “V” 
formation. Now, balance a large coin in the middle of 
the “V”. The next part might even amaze you- slowly 
pull both ends of the bill apart, straightening out the 
bill. The coin will continue to balance on the center of the bill, even though it has now 
been pulled completely straight!
 
250. THE TALKING COIN
Props needed: A coin, a small piece of wax or tape and a long piece of black thread or 

fishing line.

A coin is dropped in a glass, the lights are dimmed and the coin begins to “ talk” by 
jumping in the glass. One jump means “ yes” while two jumps means “ no.” After the 
coin answers some questions, it suddenly leaps out of the glass. Everything may then 
be examined. Before your show, attach a long, black thread (or piece of fishing line) to 
the coin with a dab of wax (or some transparent tape). Hold the other end of the thread 
beneath the table and every time you pull on the thread the coin jumps! At the end, give 
the thread a hard sudden pull and the coin will jump out of the glass and will fly clear of 
the thread.
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251. THE HANDKERCHIEF COIN VANISH
Props needed: A coin and a handkerchief.
Begin by placing a handkerchief on a table in the “diamond” position, so the points are 
facing up and down and side to side. Next, place a quarter in the center of the handker-
chief. Now, fold the top corner of the handkerchief in half over the quarter. Next, fold the 
right-top corner diagonally across the handkerchief. Finally, fold the left-top corner 
diagonally across the handkerchief. Now, grab both corners and pull them away from 
eachother while picking the handkerchief up. This will create a small pocket which will 
keep the coin from falling out, making it appear that the coin has vanished!

252. PAPER TO MONEY
Props needed: A dollar bill, a piece of blank paper the size of a dollar bill and a glue stick.

For this trick, you will need a bill-sized piece of 
blank paper and a dollar bill. Fold both the bill and 
the paper into eights: fold them in half (side to 
side), in half again (side to side) and in half again 
(top to bottom). Now, unfold both the bill and the 
paper and using a glue stick, glue the bottom 
corner of the bill to the bottom corner of the paper. 
Fold the bill back up and you will see that it makes 
a tiny packet at the bottom of the paper. During your show, bring the paper out with the 
bill facing you and hidden behind your hand. Now, fold the paper up the way you did 
originally. Next, flip the paper over and unfold the bill, keeping the small packet of paper 
facing you. It will appear that you’ve turned a blank piece of paper into a real bill!

253. MULTIPLYING MONEY
Props needed: Two quarters and a nickel.
You will need two quarters and a nickel for this effect. Before you begin, hold the nickel, 
facing forward, between your thumb and index finger. Now, place the quarters, upright 
and facing sideways, between your thumb and index finger, behind the nickel. By press-
ing down on the quarters, you won’t be able to see them behind the nickel because 
your fingertips will hide the extra bit of size. Begin by showing your spectators the nickel 
by holding it facing forward. Do not let them see it from the side or they will see the 
quarters! Now, show your other hand empty and form a fist around all three coins, tak-
ing them from your fingertips. Slowly open your hand to reveal the nickel and two other 
coins that were too big to be hidden anywhere!
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254. THE FINGER PALM VANISH
Props needed: A large coin.
This is a classic way to vanish a coin. First, take 
a coin (a quarter or other large coin works well 
for this) and drop it into your right hand but not 
your palm: you are going to drop it into your 
fingertips. Now, you are going to let the coin 
rest on your middle finger while you squeeze 
it between your index and ring fingers. This will 
hold the coin in place. Now, turn your hand over 
as though you are dropping the coin into your 
left hand. Quickly close your left hand before moving your right hand away. Now, take 
your right hand and put it into your pocket, pretending you are getting some “magic 
dust”. Drop the coin into your pocket. Now, pull your right hand back out and pretend to 
sprinkle the “magic dust” over your closed left fist. As you do this, begin to slowly open 
your left hand to show the coin has vanished!

255. COIN FROM EAR
Props needed: A large coin and a spectator with ears!
A classic trick of magic is vanishing a coin then reproducing it from someone’s ear! 
Begin by doing the Finger Palm Vanish as explained above but don’t do the “fairy dust” 
move: instead, simply open your left hand to show it empty. With your right hand, reach 
next to a spectator’s ear and pretend to pull the coin out of their ear. Bring the coin back 
into their view and they will be amazed! You can also pretend to pull the coin from the 
air or make it reappear from just about anywhere!

256. SIGNED COIN IN ORANGE
Props needed: A small coin, a permanent marker, a knife (not too sharp!), a piece of soft 

wax and an orange.

Before your show, stick a small piece of soft wax (like the kind used for candy bottles) 
and stick it to the side of the knife. During your show, bring out the coin, orange, marker 
and knife and have a spectator sign the coin using the marker. Using the Finger Palm 
Vanish explained above, cause the coin to “disappear”. While showing your left hand 
empty, sneakily stick the coin in your right hand to the piece of wax on the knife as 
you’re picking it up. Be sure to keep the side of the knife with the coin on it facing 
toward you so the audience doesn’t see it! Now, pick up the orange with your left hand 
and begin to cut into it. As you get about halfway through, squeeze the orange a bit 
so the coin dislodges from the knife and stays inside the orange. Once the knife has 
cut completely through the orange, separate the two halves to reveal their signed coin 
inside the orange!

257. THE VANISHING COIN
Props needed: A coin, a handkerchief and a secret helper.
You will need a secret assistant for this trick. Place a coin on your hand then cover 
it with a handkerchief. Walk around to all of the audience members and ask them to 
reach under the handkerchief and be sure the coin is still there. When you get to the last 
person, your secret assistant, have him reach under the handkerchief and take the coin 
away. Now whisk the handkerchief away and show that the coin has vanished!
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258. THE PSYCHIC COIN CUP
Props needed: Four different coins, a coffee mug and a secret helper.
You will need a secret assistant for this trick. Place a coffee cup (or any cup with a 
handle) on the table along with a quarter, a dime, a nickel and a penny. Leave the room 
and instruct your audience to decide on a coin. Your secret assistant then covers the 
coin with the cup and hides the other coins. What your audience doesn’t know is that 
your assistant is pointing the handle of the cup to indicate which coin is under the cup. 
If you imagine the space around your cup is a clock, your assistant would point the 
handle to the 12 position for the quarter, the 3 position for the dime, the 6 position for 
the nickel and the 9 position for the penny. Come back into the room and, depending on 
which way the handle is pointing, tell the audience which coin is under the cup!

259. MATCHBOX COIN ESCAPE
Props needed: An empty matchbox and a coin.
A coin is placed in a match box, the drawer is closed and the box is shaken to prove 
that the coin is still inside. When the box is opened, the coin has disappeared. The box 
is prepared by cutting a slit just large enough to allow a coin to slide out at one end of 
the drawer. The opening will not be noticed. When the box is shaken sideways, the coin 
will rattle but as soon as you tilt the box towards yourself, with the trick end facing you, 
the coin will slide out into your hand. The other hand should then take the box and lay it 
aside, to be opened later while you ditch the coin in your pocket.

260. THE EXTRA COIN
Props needed: Four coins and a piece of double-face tape or a loop of transparent tape.

Three coins are laid on the table. Both hands are shown empty. Your right hand sweeps 
the coins off the table into your left hand. When your left hand is opened it contains four 
coins instead of three! Before your show, attach the fourth coin to the underside of the 
table with a small piece of double-face tape. While your left hand is catching the three 
coins, use your left fingers to remove the hidden coin and allow it to drop into your left 
hand along with the others.

261. ATOMIC COIN
Props needed: A coin and a piece of double-face tape or a loop of transparent tape.

Tell your audience you will rub a coin so hard, you will dissolve it on an atomic level! 
Before your show, place a piece of double-stick tape (or a loop of tape) to the bottom 
of the coin. Lay it on your left palm. Cover your left palm with your right hand but in a 
crosswise direction. As you do this, let your right fingers push the coin over the back of 
your left hand and stick it to the back of your left hand. Your left hand hides the coin, so 
the palms of both hands may be shown. To bring the coin back, put your hands together 
and this time the fingers of your right hand draw the coin back from its hiding place 
onto your left palm.

262. THE PENETRATING COIN
Props needed: Five coins and double-face tape.
Four coins are laid on the table. With your left hand, pick up one coin and hold it be-
neath the table. Your right
hand covers the three remaining coins. Then your left hand comes up and drops two 
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coins on the table. Your right hand is lifted, and there are only two coins beneath it! An 
extra coin is used, stuck under the table with a bit of
double-face tape or a loop of transparent tape. When you put your left hand under the 
table, simply grab the additional coin. To make one of the right-hand coins vanish is 
simple, but clever: one coin has a piece of double- face tape on the front of it (if you use 
dull coins, no one will notice). When your right hand is lifted, only two coins
remain because the third coin is now stuck to your palm!

263. INTELLIGENCE DETECTOR
Props needed: A large coin and a gullible helper.
This classic “joke” trick will have your audience laughing! First take a large coin and 
press it hard against your forehead for about ten seconds until it sticks. Now, hold your 
right hand in front of your forehead and use your left hand to gently smack the back 
of your head until the coin falls off into your hand. Tell your audience that this is an 
“intellligence detector”- the more times you can smack the back of your head without 
the coin falling off, the more intelligent you are! Now, invite a spectator up and press the 
coin against his forehead hard for ten seconds. Quickly remove the coin and hide it in 
your hand. Because you held the coin so long and so hard against his forehead, he will 
still feel it as though it is stuck to his head! Now watch the audience roar with laughter 
as your helper smacks the back of his head over and over, convinced that it’s proving 
him smarter!

264. HEADS OR TAILS?
Props needed: A large coin and some practice!
Lay a coin heads up in the palm of your right hand and slap the coin onto the back of 
your left hand. Of course the coin is now tails-up. But the next time you start with the 
coin heads up and it still ends up heads-up when slapped on your left hand! The trick 
is undetectable. If you turn your hand over naturally, the coin will always turn over with 
your hand but if you give the coin a tiny toss and then turn your hand quickly, only your 
hand will turn. The slight toss given the coin is impossible to see, as you do it while start-
ing to turn your hand. Practice this a few times to get the
timing just right!

265. COIN IN KNOT
Props needed: A coin and a cloth handkerchief
A handkerchief is twisted in a rope-like fashion. The center is then tied in a knot and the 
handkerchief is given to someone to hold. The magician makes a coin disappear but 
when the handkerchief is untied, the coin is discovered in the knot! The coin is vanished 
by using the finger-palm method and palmed in the fingers of the right hand. When 
the handkerchief is twisted it forms a sort of tube, sagging in the middle, the magician 
releases the coin and lets it slide down into this tube so that it secretly comes to the 
center of the handkerchief, where it is when the knot is tied. 

266. SIGNED COIN IN KNOT
Props needed: A coin, a permanent marker and a cloth handkerchief. 
Since only one coin is used for the above trick, it can be immediately repeated but this 
time you up the ante: have a spectator draw or write anything they like on the coin 
before you vanish it. They will be shocked when their signed coin suddenly reappears 
inside the knotted handkerchief!
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267. THE DOUBLE HANDKERCHIEF VANISH
Props needed: Two cloth handkerchiefs and two coins.
Combine trick # 417 and trick #430 for a cool routine! As in The Handkerchief Coin 
Vanish, cause a coin to vanish then, using what you learned in Coin In Knot, make a 
duplicate coin reappear in a knotted handkerchief! This kind of trick is called a “transpo-
sition”- where an object vanishes from one place and reappears somewhere else!

268. ANOTHER HANDKERCHIEF VANISH
Props needed: A handkerchief, a small rubber band and a coin.
A coin is pushed down into thee center of a handkerchief but when the handkerchief is 
shaken, the coin has vanished! The magician holds one hand beneath the center of the 
handkerchief. Around the thumb and forefinger of that hand he has a small rubber band. 
The coin is pushed down into the handkerchief which is pushed into the rubber band. 
When you release the rubber band from your fingertips, it will form a small pocket that 
will hold the coin in place. The handkerchief may be shaken but no trace of the coin will 
remain!

269. THE QUICK CLICK COIN TRICK
Props needed: A coin.
This little trick should be performed on a wooden table. The magician has a coin which 
he tosses from hand to hand. Finally he extends his right hand and says, “take the coin,” 
at the same time clicking it down on the wooden table. When the person reaches to 
take the coin, it has disappeared! The last time you toss the coin from your left hand to 
your right, you only pretend to toss it. Pretend to catch the coin with your right hand 
and quickly put your left hand underneath the table. When your right hand pretends to 
lay down the coin, your left hand clicks it against the underside of table. The sound is 
elusive and the coin seems to be in your right hand until the moment it vanishes!

270. THE TALKING COIN
Props needed: A coin, a handkerchief, a long piece of fishing line and transparent tape.

A coin is dropped in a glass, and covered with a handkerchief. The coin begins to “talk” 
by jumping up and down in the glass. One jump means “yes”; two mean “no.” After the 
coin answers some questions, it suddenly leaps out of the glass! Everything may then 
be examined. Before your show, attach a long piece of thin fishing line to the coin with 
a piece of transparent tape. You hold the other end of the thread beneath the table and 
every time you pull the thread the coin jumps. At the end, give the thread a hard sudden 
pull and the coin will jump out of the glass and fly clear of the fishing line.

271. THE OBEDIENT COIN
Props needed: Two nickels, a dime, a drinking glass and a table with a tablecloth.

A glass is set mouth-down on top of two nickels. The rim of the glass should balance 
on the two nickels (one on either side). A dime is then pushed underneath the glass, 
between the nickels. The magician states that he will cause the coin to come out from 
beneath the glass. He does this by scratching the tablecloth near the glass, which 
causes the coin to slide out from beneath the glass.
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272. THE TRAVELING COIN
Props needed: Two matching coins and long pants with a cuff.
The magician borrows a coin, which he places beneath his left foot. When he raises 
his foot, the coin has vanished, and reappears beneath the magician’s right foot. This 
trick should be performed seated. Two coins are used. One is secretly placed beneath 
the right foot. When he takes the first coin, he pretends to place it beneath his left foot 
but drops it in his pants cuff en route—a very simple yet effective action. Then the coin 
passes from the left foot to the right, both feet being raised to show the transfer!

273. INCREDIBLE COIN CATCH
Props needed: A small stack of coins and your elbow. 
Bend your right forearm back until your right hand touches your neck and your arm is 
level. With your left hand, place a stack of coins on your right elbow. Next, swing your 
right hand straight down and catch the coins as you do so.
This looks very difficult—but it is quite easy. Practice it first with one coin and the 
method will be obvious.

274. THE ESCAPING DIME
Props needed: A tapered glass (like a wine glass), a dime and a half-dollar.

A dime is dropped into the glass and a half dollar is placed above it. The object is to re-
move the dime without touching the half dollar. The trick is only possible with a tapered 
glass: the dime must be a half-inch below the half dollar. Simply blow down the edge of 
the inside of the glass- this will cause the half-dollar to tilt upright and the force of the 
air will cause the dime to fly up past the half dollar and out of the opposite side of the 
glass.

275. THE GLASS COIN VANISH
Props needed: A clear glass, white paper, scissors, glue, a coin and a white tablecloth.

Before your show, hold the glass you are going to use mouth-down on a piece of white 
paper (the thicker, the better) and trace the mouth of the glass onto the paper. Cut it out 
and glue it to the mouth of the glass. During your show, lay a coin on the table and slide 
the inverted tumbler over it. The coin immediately disappears! In itself, this trick is hardly 
worth while but used as a means of vanishing in the following trick, it is very good.

276. ANOTHER COIN THROUGH TABLE
Props needed: A clear glass, the gimmicked glass from the previous trick, two matching 

coins and double-face tape.

A coin is placed on the table. The magician shows an empty glass and puts it under-
neath the table. He then slides a glass over the coin on the table. The coin immediately 
vanishes and is heard to drop into the glass beneath the table. The glass is immediately 
brought out, containing the coin! Before your show, use a piece of double-face tape to 
attach a coin to the underside of the table. The glass is placed beneath the table and is 
held so that it encircles the coin. The instant that the coin disappears from the tabletop, 
the magician slides the glass so that it dislodges the coin attached under the table and 
the audience hears the coin as it falls into the glass!
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277. I GOT IT! I GOT IT! I DON’T GOT IT.
Props Needed: A small coin and a piece of double-face tape.
The magician tells an audience member to hold a coin in his own hand. With his right 
thumb, the magician presses the coin into the person’s palm and with his left hand, the 
magician closes the person’s fingers over the coin. The person feels the coin but when he 
opens his hand the coin is gone! On the tip of his right thumb the magician has a small 
piece of double-sided adhesive tape. When he presses the coin into the spectator’s hand, 
it actually sticks to the double-face tape on his thumb tip. As he closes the spectator’s fin-
gers over the coin, the magician withdraws his right thumb and the coin comes with it. The 
person will still think he is holding the coin and will be astonished to find it has vanished!

278. JUMPING PAPER
Props needed: A drinking straw, a coin and a small square of paper, slightly larger than the 

coin.

The magician lays a small piece of paper on the table. A little bit above it he holds a coin, 
horizontally, with his left hand. With his right hand he holds a straw to his mouth, point-
ing straight down on the coin. Suddenly the paper leaps up and attaches itself the coin, 
remaining there for several seconds! People who try this trick will invariably suck through 
the paper tube, trying to raise the paper but the coin will prevent the paper from moving. 
The real method is to blow through the tube and the paper will jump up to the coin!

279. THE PAPER AND COIN CON
Props needed: A large coin and a small square of paper.
The magician shows a half dollar and a small piece of paper. He states that he will drop 
both the coin and the paper, and that they will both hit the table at the same time! Most 
people will think this is impossible but it can be done quite easily: place the paper under-
neath the coin and drop the coin flat. The paper will fall with the coin.

280. HEADS UP!
Props needed: A large coin, a small coin and double-face tape.
A half dollar is flipped in the air. Every time it lands in the magician’s hand, he opens his 
hand and the coin is heads up! The coin may be a borrowed one. Before your show, stick a 
small piece of double- face tape to a dime. Secretly attach this dime to the tail side of the 
half dollar. Flip the coin in the air and the dime will not be seen. When the coin is caught in 
the hand, it will generally fall heads up but if it does not, the magician can instantly detect 
it and turn it over as he opens his hand. After tossing ten or twelve heads, the magician 
can secretly detach the dime, leaving it in his hand, while he gives the coin to someone 
else to try.

281. YOU WILL FLIP FOR THIS!
Props needed: A small coin such as a dime or penny.
The magician holds his hand palm up and lays a coin on his wrist. He says that he can 
make the coin flip over without touching it. He does this by simply snapping his fingers. 
The coin will do a cool somersault when your fingers are snapped. It may take a little 
practice but this cool little trick is worth it!
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282. ODDLY EVEN
Props needed: A dime, a nickel and five pennies.
The magician holds several coins in his hand and asks a spectator to guess whether 
the money is odd or even. The person will always make the wrong guess! The magician 
simply uses a dime, a nickel and five pennies. If the person says “even”, the magician 
opens his hand and counts the coins, showing that he has seven—an odd number. If the 
person says “odd”, the magician totals the amount: ten cents for the dime, five for the 
nickel and five for the pennies for a total of twenty cents, which is even!

ROPE AND ESCAPE MAGIC

283. ROPE AND ESCAPE MAGIC
In the following section you will learn to tie knots that mysteriously untie themselves or 
vanish altogether! You will also learn how to escape from being tied up like Harry 
Houdini! And using ropes to cut your friend in half? What’s that about? Read on…

284. IMPOSSIBLE KNOTTED RING!
Props needed: A long piece of rope, a large ring and a cloth napkin.
Have a spectator tie your rope around both of your wrists. Now borrow a ring from a 
spectator and tell your audience that you will now knot the ring onto the rope! Have 
your hands covered with a cloth napkin. You must do this in secret! Now, grip the center 
of the rope and put the ring over the loop you just formed. Now, pull the loop over the 
ring. Pull down on the ring and it will knot itself onto the rope! Have your helper take the 
napkin away to show your impossible knotting skills!

285. ANOTHER IMPOSSIBLE RING!
Props needed: Two matching plastic bracelets, a long piece of rope and a cloth napkin.

For this trick you will need two large rings (plastic 
bracelets work fine) and a length of rope. Put 
one of the bracelets onto your wrist but hide it 
underneath your shirt sleeve so no one can see it. 
During your show, have someone tie the each end 
of the rope around your hands so there is a long 
piece of rope between your hands. Now, take the 
second ring out of your pocket and tell your spec-
tators that even though the rope is tied to your 
hands you are going to make the ring jump onto 
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the center of the rope! Have someone place your cape over your hands and the rope. 
Now, pull the ring that is on your wrist off of your wrist and onto the center of the rope. 
Put the other ring into the cape’s pocket. Then, drop the cape to the floor and show that 
the ring is now on the center of the rope!

286. CUTTING YOUR ASSISTANT IN HALF!
Props needed: Two long pieces of rope and a small piece of thread.
Tell your audience that you’re going to cut your assistant in half using only some rope!
Before your show, get two pieces of rope, each about 5 feet long. Then, you’re going
to lay both pieces down and tie them together in the center with a piece of white 
thread. During your show, ask for a volunteer. Show both pieces of rope by holding them 
both in the center, with your hand over the thread. Now, walk behind your volunteer and 
pull both ends of the first rope around him and hand them to helper #1. Now pull both 
ends of the second rope around your volunteer on the other side and hand them to 
helper #2. From the front, it looks like you’ve just handed the ends of both ropes to your 
helpers. Now, have your helpers tie the one of each of their ends together around the 
volunteer. Each helper will now be holding one end of the tied rope and one untied end. 
Now tell your two helpers to pull on the ends of the rope hard! When they do, the thread 
will break and it will appear that the ropes penetrate right through the volunteer’s body!

287. ROPE AND SCISSORS
Props needed: A long piece of rope and a pair of scissors.
A string is threaded through one of the handles of a pair of scissors. The string is tied in 
a loop and the knot is held by a spectator. The magician states that he will remove the 
scissors from the string without untying the knot or without doing anything but manipu-
lating the scissors. There is a catch to this one: The loop is long. Since the magician can 
manipulate the scissors, he simply turns up the scissors and cuts the string!

288. I WON’T LET GO
Props needed: A short piece of rope.
Keep a short length of rope in your pocket and 
you can do even more astounding magic! Ask 
your helper if he can tie a knot in a rope with-
out letting go of either of the ends at any time. 
Then give him the piece of rope and let him try. 
He won’t be able to, unless of course he knows 
the secret! Here’s how you do it: put the rope 
on the table and fold your arms with one hand 
going under one arm and the other hand going 
under the other arm. Keeping your arms folded, 
pick up the rope by the ends. Hold them tight 
and don’t let go of either end. When you unfold 
your arms a knot will form in the center!
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289. THE SUPER APPEARING KNOT
Props needed: A short piece of rope.
Tie a knot near to one end of your piece of rope and hide 
this in your hand. Do this before your show. Say, “I am go-
ing to try and tie the fastest knot in the World!” Bring the 
loose end of the rope up into your hand and, with a jerking 
motion, release it again. Nothing has happened! Bring up 
the loose end again but this time hold onto it as you do 
your jerking action. Let the knotted end fall from the hand. 
The action looks just the same as before but now, a knot 
has mysteriously appeared on the end of the rope!

290. THE ONE-HANDED KNOT
Props needed: A short piece of rope.
Hold the long rope from your magic props exactly as shown here. Now claim that you 
can tie a knot using just one hand in less than one second. This mad claim will be met 
with some disbelief by your helpers but you are about to prove them wrong! Keep hold 
of the end of the rope between your first and little fingers and turn your hand down 
allowing the loop to fall from your hand. A knot will automatically form in the center of 
the rope!

291. THE VANISHING KNOT
Props needed: A short piece of rope.
As a magician, if you can make knots appear 
then you should also be able to make them 
disappear! Before your show secretly tie a piece 
of thread around your rope making a loop as 
shown in the picture. Hide this loop in your hand 
as you pick up the rope during your show. Take 
the end of your rope and thread it through the 
loop. Hold the rope at one end and it will look 
just as though you have tied a knot in the rope! 
Pull on the other end of the rope breaking the 
thread and making the knot vanish!

292. HOUDINI ESCAPE
Props needed: A long piece of rope and two cloth napkins.
Harry Houdini was the most famous escape artist of all time and now you’ll be able 
to do a miracle escape as well! Along with your length of rope you’ll also need two 
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cloth napkins. The bigger they are the better! Get one of your helpers to tie your wrists 
together with one of the napkins. Now get them to thread the rope from your set be-
tween your wrists and to hold onto the ends. Say, “It looks like I’m trapped folks but, like 
the great Houdini, I’ll try to escape!” Get another helper to cover your hands with the 
second napkin claiming that your work must be done in secret! Under the napkin move 
your hands back and forth to make a loop in the rope. Keep going until you can get the 
loop into your hands. Put one hand through the loop and ask your helper to pull on 
the rope. It will come free even though your hands are still tied together. An impossible 
penetration allowing you to escape!

293. A GREAT ROPEY PRODUCTION
Props needed: A long piece of rope and a handkerchief or a cloth napkin. 
1. Here’s a great way to produce a hanky using a long piece of rope.
2. Tie the hanky in a knot in the middle of the rope. Roll the two ends of the hanky into 
the middle and move this whole package up near one of the ends.
3. To perform the effect hide the package in your right hand and bring out the length of 
rope. Tie a loose knot in the rope as shown (making sure to keep the hanky concealed in 
your hand.
4. Now quickly pull the knot tight at the same time releasing your hanky. The hanky will 
magically appear in the knot right in the middle of the rope!

294. UNKNOTTED HANKIES
Props needed: two cloth napkins or handkerchiefs.
1. Now, let’s give our hankies center stage and do some skillful magic effects with them. 
Carefully follow the instructions here with hankies in hand and you’ll soon be proving 
that a knot is not always a knot!
2. Hold the two hankies exactly and apparently knot them together. The first knot is a 
total bluff because you simply do the following. The corner at the front is taken down 
and under the back corner. It looks, with practice, just as if you have tied a knot but 
actually haven’t!
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3. Don’t stop but carry on by doing a real knot on top of your fake one and pulling nice and 
tight. The two hankies look just as though they have been securely knotted together!
4. Tuck the hankies into your hand and claim that you will magically remove the knot. Pull 
out one of the hankies and, because of your fake knot, they will separate with ease! Show 
the hankies have magically unknotted to applause!

295. THE VANISHING SQUARE KNOT
Props needed: two cloth napkins or handkerchiefs.
1. You can even do this effect if a helper ties the hankies together in a real square (or reef) 
knot! Here’s how to do it. Once again try this with the two hankies in your hands so you 
clearly understand everything. 
2. Tie the two hankies together with a square knot and pull it nice and tight. You are going to 
look like you are pulling the knot even tighter, but while doing so, will secretly untie the knot.
3. Hold the hanky below the knot. With your other hand hold the corner of the same hanky 
above the knot. Now give a sharp tug. It will look as though the knot is still secure but actu-
ally it isn’t! If you look carefully you’ll see that one hanky is just knotted around the other 
one!
4. Hold the hanky at the knot and you’ll find that it can come free from the other one by 
sliding it off the end! Do this behind your back during your show so that nobody sees your 
secret unknotting action.

296. ARGH! WHAT’S A SQUARE KNOT?
Props needed: two cloth napkins or handkerchiefs.
1. Just in case you don’t know how to tie a square knot you can learn right now. Hold one 
hanky in front of the other one. Now make a knot by wrapping one hanky over and around 
the other one.
2. Now make a second knot by taking one hanky corner over and around the other one.
3. A simple way to remember this sequence is to think, “Right over left followed by left over 
right!” Pull your knot nice and tight and you’ve done your square knot!

297. EVEN KNOTTIER
Props needed: two cloth napkins or handkerchiefs.
A really amazing fact about your square knot vanishing is that you can add extra knots on 
top and still unknot the whole mess! After your friend has tied two hankies together with a 
square knot you can say, “That’s pretty good but let’s make this harder with an extra knot!” 
Tie another knot on top and say, “Now that’s what I call a knotty problem!” Upset the knot 
just as you did with the original square knot and you’ll find that the corner of one of the 
hankies can still be pulled free. You can even add a fourth knot if you want to go crazy!

298. THE NIGHTMARE ROPES
Props needed: Three pieces of rope, each one half the length of the previous rope.

If you hold the ropes in your hand with the little one 
wrapped around the long one it will look as though 
you are holding three pieces of rope all the same 
length! Be sure to keep your hand around the tops 
of the ropes which will hide this sneaky set-up from 
your audience! Now, ball all three ropes up in your 
hand and, making a magical gesture, pull each rope 
out of your hand one at a time. Suddenly, the ropes 
are all different lengths!
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299. PROFESSOR’S NIGHTMARE
Props needed: Three pieces of rope, each one half the length of the previous rope.

With a little bit of practice you’ll be able to stretch three different lengths of rope until 
they are all the same length. Begin with all three ropes out on your table. You are going 
to pick them up one at a time and put them into your left hand as follows: first, pick up 
the medium length and grip it between your fingers and thumb as shown. Next, pick up 
and grip the short piece then finally the long piece. You are now going to fold the pieces 
in half but in a very special way: First, pick up the bottom end of the little piece. As you 
do this, loop it around the long piece exactly as shown. Next, fold up the long piece as 
shown. Finally, fold the middle length piece to finish your sneaky work exactly as shown 
in the pictures. Now hold the ropes between your hands and it will look just as though 
you are holding three different lengths of rope! Slowly separate your hands and the 
ropes will look as though they are all stretching to the same length! You actually finish in 
the start position for our previous effect!

300. WHY STOP THERE?
Props needed: Three pieces of rope, each one half the length of the previous rope.

 It goes without saying that, since you finish the above effect in the start position for 
the one before it you can easily combine the two routines into one super professional 
routine. Show three different lengths of rope and stretch them all to be the same 
length. Then roll them up in your hand and slowly remove them to show that they have 
returned to be their normal lengths again. This is well worth practicing to perfection as it 
is a very popular routine even with professional magicians!

301. LINKING ROPES
Props needed: The medium and long ropes from the above trick.
From your rope set-up, take the medium length piece and the long piece. Lay the two 
side by side folded in half as shown. Now cover them with a napkin but leave the ends 
in full sight. Under cover of the napkin you twist the two ropes together and bring them 
forwards as shown. It will look just as though they have magically looped together. Now 
lift everything up and the sneaky extra loop will fall away. Drop the napkin and show that 
the looping truly is magical
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302. A BONUS HANKY PRODUCTION
Props needed: A handkerchief and a long-sleeved shirt.
Rather than just bringing out a hanky before a trick you may want to start your routine 
by actually magically producing it. To do this roll your hanky up into a small bundle and 
hide it in the crook of your arm. You can fold a bit of your shirt over it to help hold it in 
place. Say, “It’s magic time!” and clap hold your hands together. As you do this straighten 
out your arms and the hanky will fly from your elbow up into the air seeming to appear 
from nowhere!

REMEMBER! ALWAYS HAVE FUN AND NEVER REVEAL YOUR SECRETS TO ANYONE! 

Visit FantasmaMagic.com to take your magic to the next level.


